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PublisheA Note

The Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis is
pleased to publish these thoughtful reflections
on the goals and objectives of the introductory
college-level economics course.
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of essays,by respected teachers of economics
from throughout the country. Dr. Nappi is *
Professor of Economics and Director of the -
Center for Economic Education, Sf..Cloud State
University; Dr. Larsendis Professor of Ecn-

J

..nemics and Departme4Chairman, St. Clpiid
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We are iVnfident*hese essays will have%:`
continuing value f4econmics instructors gfix
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Cloud Ce er fottconomioeducatioiOn adding
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Introductionr.

. 2

Introductory college courses in economics have
long been the subject of serious discussion,
debates and research among economic edu-
rotors. Yet,. that discussion, debate, an
research has failed to generate an effe nve
response to criticisms of the economi currit-
ulum. Economic illiteracy among stUdentS
ctrtinues, with many students complaining
that content is abstract, irrelevant, and unres-
ponsive tO their needs and interests.

Our putpose here is Ito examinexhe introduc-
tory course in light of the need fOr clearly
defined educational goals. Educational goals
provide systematic guidelines for the selection
of appropriate content, methods and resource
aids for teaching. Only when the'philosophy

d goals of the introductory course are pre-
isely stated can meaningful Cluestions related

content and methods be answered. Decisions
a ut what to teach and how to teach cannot be
succ fully determined until the goals of the
course exp icit and are related to
expected learning outcomes.

Much of past and current research on the
principles course has been directed primarily to
an aSsessment of alternative approaches to
teaching in the two- and four-year colleges. The
literature abounds with diseussions and com-
mentary, fOcusing attention on the variety of
Methods being utilized: case study, pi-Okra:14g-
ming , ganing-simulation, inqUiry, televisitM,
and computer,assisted instruction. Few serious
research efforts, however, have been devoted .

to a systematic review of the goals anclrobjec-
tives of the introductory course.

Goofs ;and Objectives is organized'around ix
separate-but-Aerrelated paperS dealing With

.the philosoptiy and goals of the principles
course. The articles were written by distin-

\guished economius and economic educators
who have had extensive teaching and research
experience with principles courses in dreir
respective institutions. The viewsexpressed by
the authors vary from individual Mindividual

:and.reflect their differing personal interests.
There is, however, obvious Overlapping in the
paPers with.respect to some of the major goals
andContent areas recommended for theCourse.
Points of agreemfm and consensus are also

7.

found among the authors'yiews concerning the
shortcomings of the iourse.

The pal& do not-attempt to repreSent all
asPects of the problem. They were seleCted
because the Authors are Working with the
problem and hav,e something worthwhile to
offer the profession in its attempts to create a
more successful beginning course in econom-
ics. We are grateful that these individuali are
willing to share their thoughts with us.

The papers vary in their perspectivit: from a
hard look at sqme of the factors which may
account for the failure of current courses tO
attempts at defining course goals and
objgctives.

The papers also define and examine some of
the alternative approaches that have been and
may be used in the 1,3eginning.courses: Each of
tlie papers, in one manner or another, points
oig the interrelatedness of the 6als, content
and techniques of the educational process that
must be 'considered if we hope to promote a
successful change in educational outcomes of
the introductory course.

The first paper in this volume comnients on 'the
apparent shortcomings of the principles course
and examines the relationships between goals,
content and techniques. dampbell R. .

McConnell's "Some Reflections oq the Prin-
ciples Course,' analyzes the main reasonifor
the growing dissatisfiction with the introduc-
tbry course. Professor McConnell also reviews
recent developments in the field whiCh suggest ,

potential'improvement in the course and des-
cribes how the "eclectic'!'approach to teaching ,
may help create .ard'sustain interest in the,
discipline. -

In "Building a PhiloioPhy of Econon?ic Edu-
cation," Professor Laurence Learner descrities

. six different philosophies of economic educa-*
don. Each philosophy or api3roach to teaching
establishes evaluativecriteria for the selection

,of tht. "central organizing concepts" and prin-
CiOes to be taught in the courSe.

G. L. Bach's paper,11. What Should a PrincipleS
Course in Economics Be?!' calls for 6course
which has a primary goal Of developing stu-

.11



- #
dents' abilities to think eriticallyabout eco-
nomic problems. He presegts four objectives
Tor thercour§e which focusppecifically Qn
siuderIt behavior and which are based oh
psychological propositions from len-ming
theory. Bach also presents 20 fuhdamental
idea§ that ttudents are expected tb understanil

. .

upon completion Of the course.

le their essay, "A Studefit-Ohented, Ref
Problein Solving Approach in Economics,"
William Becker and Craig Swan suggest that
the major goal 15f economics instruction is to
acquaint students with a limited number Of
concepts and skill§ that can be appliea to per-
sonal and svocial problems of interest to them.
The authors explore this objective in terms of
its multifaceted emphasis on the student's
ability', the fise of -ennomit analysis anti "rea4
problern" solving applications of economic
knolidedge. The cbncluding section of their
paperdescribes the student-instructor relation-
ships that characteri4e the "real problem"
approach to teching economics.

The importance of a philosophy and a set of
goals for teaching econornks is reinforced k
Richard Leftwich in his essay, "Objectives'of
the College-level Principles of E4onomics
Cour*. ' ' In his.discussion, Leftwiriccalls for
reorganization of the course based on student
objeCtives which emphasize concrete and use-
ful economic principles. He also recommends
three objectives for the courk and identifies
17 key concepts and generalizations necessary
for basic econordie literacy.

Darrell R. Lewis andill Bruce Johnstone
present their views iCurrtulum, Welfare, a.
and the IntthduCtoryt011egiate Course in Eco-
'nomics." The ititlint§ illustrate the potential
for the use of an" 'economic peopective" as
overriding goal of the course and attemprto
identify the basic core of concepts and relati n-
ships that form the structure of economics.
They make a very important point in noting that
offering *id teaChing the introductory conrses
implies a set of Objectives on the part of the
department and the instructors. It should be
quite obvious that desired ends can only be
attained when the objectives of these efforts are- .

. fit

made explicit beforehand. -
. .

.

The essayypresente s pu cat on are t e
result of the Minneagolis Federal RestIve
Bank's special intera in considering factors
that Uhpact on, and the problems aspociated
with,the Philosophy and goalsof the princi,
plet course. Thetask was'to pre§ent the

'impressions of noted scholars whet have
seriously questioned the effectiveness of die
principle§ course and who haVe devdted tkey
professional skills to developing reasOnabk
approaches hattcl on.their Perponal picrloso- /
phies and goals 4cifeconomic learning. t.

We hope that fEaders will be encduragedto
, examine their introductory courses and be

spurred tO cOnduct systematic reviewg of goals
and objecsives. It is alsolioperkthat these

aper§ wilt stimulate discussion in the profbes.:
sion and promote the exckange of ideas, ,

sithoughts, and results with the authors.

Sintere appre iation xtended to die Minne-
apolis Federal eserve Bank for publishing this
work. The editd are espetialli, indebted to the
authors who contributedThese provocative
papers.

Allen F trsen, Chairman
Departme t of Economics
St. Cloud State University

Andrew T. *Nappi,
Center for Economic Education
St, Cloud State Vniversity

.
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-Some Rfiections on the Principles Course

.
.Cartipbell R. McConnell*

The following essay i5 the rest* of a graCious
ithitation to reflect upon the character of, and
the problems associated with;the principles, of
econottnics course. For one who has been-asso-

-rioted with tiis co-urs0 forialmost a'quarter
century; such an inviiation is not merely
welcome; it is irresistible!

Two caveats are in Order. First, my perspective
ased on a lengthy association wig' a large.

state u iversity which has a tradition of relA
tively ojen admissi6ns. It i5 reasonable to
expec .that nhatever validity or relevancemy

. impressions may have Wilrdiminish as one
relates them to America's handful ofpresti-
gipus institutions or to small llberal arts
c011eges. Second, Ilintend,to exploit fully the
opportunity before mt-. After all, given my
assignment, there is no need to worky about
such matters as misSpeCified variables, low ,

coeffeCients of determination, independent
variables With thewrong sign, or unwarranted
inferehces: My task, relatively unfettered by
statistical paraphernalia, the canons of logic,
and other such scientific entrapments, is simply

. .tO preseht,mi impressions of the introductory :
courSe.

My,dirnments fall generally into,-three
categories. First, there is an attempt to accoUnt
for the "bad press" With which the principleS
Course has long been burdened. Second, the
consequent gloorn is' dispelled (somewhat) by a
Survey of some more-or7less recent develop-
ments which can lead to the improveinent, not
to say renaissance, in the effectiveness and
palalability of the course. Finally, a modest

"defpnsepfthe much-maligned eclectic-`
approach will be offered.

A BAD PRESS
If economists agree on one thing, it is that the
introductory course is a source of serious and
prolonged diSsatisfaction. Evidence of the bad
press accoided the princi-Ples course is abun-
dant. Professional meetings periodically devote

' Carl Adolph Happold Professor of Economics;
University of Nebraska-Lincoln y

4,

sessions to the problems associated with the
content and teaching of the principles course.

,.Noted scholars have quesijoned the effective-,
ness orthe course. So sayeth Professor George
Stigletr(1962, p. 651)4

The wate -doWn encyclopedia which con-
stitutes the esent course in beginning col-
lege economics dOes not teach the student
how to think on economic questions. The
brief exposure to each of a vast array of tech-
niques and problems leaves with the student.
no basic econoMic logic with which:to analyze
tbeeconomic questions he will face as a citi-
zen. The student will memorize a few facts,
diagrams; and policy recommendations, and
ten'years later-will be as untutored in eco-
nomics as the day he entered the class.

And it must be admittedthat, when practi-
tioners congregate, the conversation frequently
degenerates into a masochistic lament over the
shortcomingsreal and imaginedofthe
introductory course. Disati5faction with the
couVie is shared by students. They-frequently
regard it as uniiispiring, irrelevent,and sorely
at odds with their expectations. On the-bther
hand, for most economics departments the
principles cotirse is the major pedagogical t
undertaking. It is the department'aone. and,":

.

only contact with moskstudents and, hence, its
primary meansmf recruiting mai s. For
most departments, the staffing of th principles
course represents its most resourC bsorkling
endeavorr.- ./

Why, then, given the primacy of the Prindples:
course; haven't the payoffs from the course
been more acceptable? Lei me speculate *ith
respect to a ntimber of possible factors, admit-
tedly interrelated and overlapping, which may
contribute to the allegedly dismal record of the
principles course.

Stuient Aspirationss.

In li.scussing the less-developed countries in
thp principles course,-instructois often tell their
students that the differential between Aspira-

Ons and Accomplishments is equal to Social
nrest. It obviously follows that; if a popula-

tion:s Aspirations are unrealistically high,
Social Unrest may-be substantial even in the

3
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iiesence of significant econOmic accom-
plishments.,PerhiPs the same kind of rationale
applies to the principles course:Many studenks
Undoubtedly come into the course with the
anticipation that itwill provide theni with C4ear-
cut and definitive answer§ to the pressing 3
socioecdnomic problems of the day. Given the
inherent nature of the coursev-iiis merely an
introduction, after allthese aviratioes are,
rarely fitfilled. Students einerg*rom the
courselkith a sense of disappointment;
although in fact the.course May have aceom-,
plished a great deal.

'Why can't kve do a hetteijob of providing
students with ansWers to the current problems
at the forefront of their thinking? In the first
place, we must adinit that in many cases we

rnsimply do not have the answersr least gOod,
-Aenerally accepted answers. At the present

time, fir example, economists do not have a
convincing explanation of the Current economic
'environment of siroUltaneous inflation and
unemployment.Secondly, there is the hard fact
that current problems `are highly complex.
Good, releVant'answers require more under-
standing ofeEoriomic analysis than Can be
reaSonably absorbed in a first course. A good
explanation of the economic iinpact of a dollar
devaluation; for example, can's for the stUdent f.
to haye athand h rather sUbstantial box of
analytical fools. Thirdly, in many instances
answers to currentsocioeconornic questions
transcend the discipline of economics. Hence,
econcimists 4ria econbmists Cannot reasonably ,-

be expected to know all the answers. To
illustrate: events of the Watergate era make it
abUndantly lear that supply and demand may
have little to ddwith the kite of milk. Ana I

. must confess flat radical econothistS' assertion 1

that orthodox economists aresimply asking the
wrong questio-ns is very bothersome to me.

The above comments May be naive in that they
are based on the assumption that students have
a reasonably accurate conception of the kinds of
qtrestions which are5elevant to economics.
Student aSpirations maybe dealt another
punishing-blow if the studentanticipates a
functional-vocational course. Some students,
despite ample warnings to the Contrary, expect

. . .
a, principles course-to contribute in some direct.

and substantial way to one's expertise a'sa
businessperson, executiye, or.manager if one's

own financial resources. Such eispectatiohs are

doomed to be Unfulfilled. AS One experienced

teacher has Summedup the irobiem: "The

.student whose conception of ecciiininics is a.

ftiziy rnixrure Of Wall Ssreet andlife inSurance

is simply nor tvith us whenvie

feci'm marginarutility in marginal

prodUctivity.' '41

.

The issue OfaspiratiOns ancisttidenirnotiVation

can becar'ried a step further. 'ProfesSor W. Lee

Hansen (1976j distinguishes between "citiZen- -

ship economics'' (where the concern. is.with

s'overall questions of efficiency and equity, .

stabilitY and growth, and the\ liice"), _arid 4.4per-

. sonal economics" (where the emphitSis iS upon

. personal decision-making asjtelatedto career

choice, personal budgeting, d so forth). He

points out that,the citizenship approach,

stressed by economics teache s, implies pay-

offslargely in the form of soci benefits. On

the other hand, the personal a firoach, anti-

ripated bY students, ect private:::

1:ienefitThe kobiem is that s dentis arenot
,

motivated to provide the effort needed to .

.' quire the knowledge contained.in the tyPicar .

oatizenship-oriented principles. couise because.

the correctlYperceiVe feW private benefits:.,

.Hence, 'the efforts ofeconomicS departnients..

''.'to produce economic literacy for effecOe .

..7zenship are frustrated:7 Ironically, althoUgh

students are presurnably very receptive to per-

sonal economicS because of the private.benefits

it embodies, economicsdepartments are tyPi-

cally uninterested in incorporating this

orientation in their inttodtiCtory course..2

Student Diversity
The problems associatedwith the principles
course undonbtedly stermin part from the heter-
ogeneity of its clieniele. At most colleges and
universities the introducidry course is popu-
lated hy,a far-ranging ,Taiiety' of students. As
one end of the Continuum we find the economies

iyerry L. Perr, 1971, p. 4.

2 This paragraph draWs heavily upon pp. 6.9 of Professor
HansEn's paper.



majOrs or "potential" majors. At the other
extreme are the "pragmatists" who are looking
for a place to keep warm between their 8:30 and
10:30,classes. Between, these extremes are ar-
rayed home econdmics and journalism majors
who are reluctantly fulfillinga requirement, '
'engineers who are present at the insistence of
their faculty advisors; and undeclared "shop-
kTs" who have not yet "found the'mselves"
in 'ternis of their academic objectives. As with
all,introductory-courses, the resulting polyglot
of interesteand expectations isa fertile

. . .,

general. in short, 25 years ago economic analy- .. ,
sis was much narrower in scope and the ..,
approach to economics was much more oriented -

toward historical, descriptive, and institutional
materials. I -
My point is obvious: We are attempting to pre-

, sentan expanded; more sophisticated and
increasingly demanding subject matter to stu-
dents who, on the average, may have a.dimin-
ihIcapability for college-level work . l3inall

hat the principles course is g source of
tensgin aniffrustrationfor both teachers and
ItucleW.A: .

:The TeiChing Dimension
`sTo recapitulate: We find in the penciples
course (1) a student body whose aspirations
concerning the course are diverse, unrealistic,
and misguided; (2) a very heterOgeneous stu-
dent population of possibly diminishing capa-
bilities; and (3) an expanding and increasingly
sophisticated body of subject matter.

-

How do 4conomics departments react to the
obyious pedagogical challenge posed by this
unappealing combinatiop of Characteristics?
Many departments, it ikist be admitted, Tcs-
pond by assigning their Feast-experienced
teachers to staff thecourse. The hard fact is
that at mostIlarge,.Ph.D.-granting institutions,

. the principles course is taught primarily 139
relativelf inexperienced graduate teaching
assistanis (TAs). It is certainly not my intention
to demean either the abiliries or the dedication
of the vast majority of TAs; indeed,' my impres=.
sion is that they are probably brighter and bet-
ter prepared at.the completion of their' formal
training than were the "old hands" providing
that training at a similar point in their careers.
My point is that most TAs are going through'fin
apprenticeship period and inexperience means
mistakes, an absence of depth of understand-
ing, and a restricted range of knowledge. ,

Furthermore, for most rAs this period ofap-
prenticeship teaching is the most harried, over-
burdened period of their entire acadeniielives.
In addition, the"near-Subsistence level of most
graduate stipends is hardly conducive to'high
TA morale and a Strongly motivated classroom
effort. Indeed, with some justification, TAs feel

breeding ground for student disappointmeric
4'41,iid. frustration. How does an instructor

respond to a young oman w,ho casually.
=

inquires as tb how printiples of economics Will
Contribute tet her major in fashioir design? .

A "Soptijstication.Ability Squeeze?"
The general issatisfaction with the Principles
'course maj also be derived from:two other con-
lflicting de lopments70n the one hand, widely- .

publicized da st that the capabilities of
college-bound students.see declining.
For the past dozen years the results ofcollege
entrance examinations suggest that the verh,al,
writing, and 4iiantative skills of potential
college entiants have been falling. Although
there has been a great deal of conjecture
concerning the causes of these deteriorating
test scores, the eVidence does seem to suggest
on balance that less adecivately prepared
students areentering academe. 3

The second development is that in the past 25
years or sO the breadth and sophistication of
'economics have increased dramatically and this
has been reflected in the principles cOurse. To
illustrate,,pre-Samuelson texts were unencurn- '
beredby the comPlexities ofmacroeconomic
analySis and measurement. And it was perhaps
only 15 years 'ago that economic growth pene-,
tra4ed theininciples course as a new and in-
trig ing, 0,1 difficult., topic. In at:pick survey
ofprS.lson texts one is impressed by the
relative piiicity of geometric presentation and
the virtual absence of quantitive apparatusIn

3 See, for example, U.S. News & World Report, September 15
and November 24, 1975.
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they are being financially exploited.' Typically,
with little or no teaching tviiiing ordirection,
TAsare thrust into a classroom and told too '

"teach principles." As on'ght anticipate,
. the cbilequences of this `.`oe's dte textbo4i :'.

there's the classroom" method of teacher : .

training ar5.nOt always salutary.50ne .
_particularlYugfortunate,response on the part of
TAs is the' tendency to transfer themore-or,less "

'the principles urse. In this way TAs have the
05/esoleric analysi of their advanced courses to

opportUnitY to enhanee thfir own graspiof the
material through teaching arid also saye the
time and effort involved in thepreparation of
more appropiiate materialS: One can hardly
imagine a more effective way 'of confoultding
and frustrafing principle§ students. Finally, the
recent relative decline in career opportunities
in teaching mearig ihat TASare not likely to:be
highly mo *vated to invest great quantities of
iime in cla sroom preparation. Qiven the
growing pro ability that theiecareers'will lie in
vublic or private research ra4herthaniOlie,,,, ..
elastroom, the private Yield from slych,an in,
vestmeny may be so minulcule that it is -
unwarr4nted. , /

. .
2 ; .

'Generally speaking, the propensitrof per'ln-
nent staff to opt for the principles course is not '

strong. After all, in this era of specialization the .
general practitioner is.held in relatively, low
esteem. Carl kaysen 0974, p. 182) has suc-

, cinctly described the changing rolsof teaehing
in higher education whichchts occurredin the
past three or four decades.

. . the academic world has changed from
20 in which the characteristic activity wag

Ve teaching of undergrAuates. The repre-

4 In this era of financial retrenchment in higher education legis-
lators frequently lament the apparent high cost of gracruate
education and single it opt as a top-priority item for curtkilment or
elimination. But legislators would be well-advised to include in ab
their cost calculations some eitimate of the increase in depart 4
Mental wage bills associated with the replacentent of loiv-wage
TAs by relatively high-wage professorial staff.

5 It is recognized that the results of empiiicai studies on the
effectiveness of TAs visa-vis professorial staff are mixed. See
Charles Lainphear and Campbell McConnell (1970, pp. 139-142);
Wallace E. Oates Ina Richajd E. Quandt (1970, pp. 131-138);
Phillip Saunders (1971, pp. 36-40); and Howard P. Tuckmaii
(1975, 34-49).
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; .
sentative culty member was a teacher; he
might or ht.not,be a scholar or scientist
.contributing to the advancement of science
,and learning as well. If he waS, it Was in a ,

. certain sense incidental to his main activity",
arid bezas almost.c'ertaiii to be on the faeul-

... ty of gne of the dozen or so universities where
mdturOf the country's research activity took .

. place. . . .

Now the scientist A seholar is the represen-
tative facultY metnber. Ikesearch and scholar-
ship and the training of graduate students
who willin turn carry'Ons these tasks are his
characteristic activities. The ntimber of trni-
Yersitiet where sefious work is done has mul-

.: tiplied atieast fivefol4 . . : tatistically, of.
courk, thepieture hascha ged much leg§
drastically;, undergraduate teachinigtill
bulkg largein th`' total activity4 the whore
professoriate;.and theproportion Of the groUlp

O ip
that eontribuiesisiknifirtly to,the advance
of scienceand.gehjar lemahts small.
littq irpterm§'Ofia0elenlic values, Ate Orange
isoye,i4ivhel /.'

. .. ., :
. :The Wentatiige prOfesgortypially has

'neitheitiiitirtir,inelinaiionld teach those who -

17,--ais..not 9n thew* to becoming professionals
, . lo his7subject, wthether as-cdininitted gradu- .

ate students, or undergraduateinajors finM-44
among' WhoM the graduatestMehts*ll be '
recruited . . ..The MOre ainan ig' suct'Oaul .

-and 'celebrated as a scholar, the lesS-drilling
and/able ishiF institution or eyen his depart; .
ment to press him to teach wharthe-is not

-.1, inclined to.

Professor Kaysen"s cpmmentg inig..ht be supple-
!tented by noting a number (livery pragmatic .

reasons not to teach the principles course.
First, there is the triatter.ofrewards. The uni,
versity reward structure it oriented largely in

. favor of specialists KaySen',s new repre- !
tentative faeulty members who master a
given (narrow) . area to the extent that they can
contribfite to the research and literature in tkat '-

field: Stated differently, the coits borpe by .

profesSors who dedicate themselves to the
principles eourse can be area in terms of pres-
tige, academie advancemitf and financial



reward.8 Forthrightly statedkinany of the
. problem's-now associated with thepencip>s .

coursemight diminish or disappear, ifth
.

'incentive System was revised to rewardthose
. teaching intrOductOry course% at levels COM- :

; parable to those who engage in other facets
f academic life. The profession has,showin ho
.strong propensity to engage in such a restruc-
turing of the incentive System.and itjs riot un-

.. ,reasonablelstinfer frorn this inaction that the.. .

profession as a who4 simply does not regaid .
. the teaching of priOple§ as a high-priority
endeavor,. A second and relatfdpoint is Co

'terned with the matter of speEialization. Al-
thoughteConomists are Willing to tominuaiea&
the benefits of Specialization with CO iderable
vigor in the classroom., there is a Cu ous .

reluctance orelhepart of the typicaleconomics
.

dePartment to apply this notion to its own . .

-. endeavors. lideed, mist departments orwhich ,' .

..'..,.thave,knoWledgeinsist upon evaluating deli
and. every MeMber on the basis of b dth: teaching'
and.rese arch.. With exceptions, theprofes,sion
haS displayed a pervasive rehictanceto allow

: professors who have demonstritsgloutstaciding'
'competence inteaching to devoteall of their , - -.

efforts to teachihg and tObe rewarded on the
basi% of-their teachiniperformance. Similarly
fOr Professort'With a comparatiVe advaiffage in

..),, research.-If the profe,ssion was tO pranfilte
specialilation it pieaches, we rilighOn,djq0.4e..

. . one's Slirpris.0 thaf.a given quantitycka
.: deMic inputs might produce More nevi,ii$500-
',. edge..andihigher level of,economit literacy
\students-..Thirdjy, there is the Mattel:of,.

- numbers. 'Given. thepiture of the principles
.7cotirse and the pattern ofiettrition, at most insfi-

. ..
. ,

than are their colleagues who teach more ad-
vanced courses. Fourth, there frequentlyexists
a tacitiinderstanding ihat oneof the fiinctions
of theprinciples course is to weed out marginal
students. It is understandable that Many
teachers chcoose, when possible, to avoid this
unsavory task.,Fifth, intermediate and ad-
vanced cOurses are populated by, alar more
selective and hOmogeriFous group of students,
both in terms of ability and interest, maldng'N
such courses easief and more pleiant to teach.
Finally, there is the matter of student evaluar .

dons- There is evidence to suggestthat, ceteris
paribus, student evaluations of teachers
improve with Course level. That is, a given.
teaCher will tend to receiVe a higher &tin& '
junior- tit senior,level courses than in a fresh-
man or sdphOmore course. Ironically, this sug-
gests that the widespread acceptance of
student evaluation procedures may create some
incentives for teathers to retreat from the prillf-
oiples course to intermediate gntladvanced
courses. Given all'of these considerations, one
shonlanot be surpriSedto find that professors,
who teach princiPles are so-engaged notby*
design or volitio're, but rather as a means of
"filling out theirsschedules."

t -

RECENT-DEVELOPMENTS: CAUSE FOR
OPTIMISM2....

.

This portrayal of the problems associated with.
the principles Course is ad tedly grim. But,
fortunately, there are me atypical develOp- -

merits afoot which su gest potential iiiiprove-.
ment in the principles course and, p'erhaps
more importantly, a growing concern for the
establishmeneaf aloutte'of quality =,

1 _

Ipr

tutions, professors who, elect to teach pritci-
*2pleeare oPting for largernumbers Of students'

_
8 "614of the major pioblerna Of t:he univ;raity the.weilinesiof,

,6 osteribly..primary. furictionteaching, I? is universally admit:::
ted that university cc/idling is Pedestrian and ill rerded, While.,
*there may be eateptinnally good ieachers titre and there, on the
whole the level of teaching is mActiocre to poor, and there seekto
be no ir;stitutiorkal mêchonismOdrimproning In int tkii
because teaching is so iiivisible-and so h4r.crto'apprajpe. Research
and publication have the great advantage of visibiliry4o
when the cigestion of promotion arid salary increases.comesur, the
"faculty member.with ah impressile record ofpublicationi is ird-
mediately visible; the facskrner.aber whose main conclern
krood teachitig,,has his p !Ea uci'invisibly distributed over silent

( du:lents and alumni:." See Ken Ete,tk.E. Boulding (19/5:pp.,
i00-301). 0 ,

'

'

TA-Traling , )
It is widely recognized that there has been

,

. . . insUffirienrpositive effort by the grad-
uares4Oolitti iMprove teathing, and even a
denial by som7 members of the gradua,te fac-

/ phies that their schools or departmentshave
any reSponsibility to prepare their inCipient
Ph-.D.S for teaching: 'ExcePt in a few institu-
tionS the beginning_professoremelges froM

, gradUate Work deficientin almodhall 'the
%skills:of:teaching: tliè formulation of goals,
turricdlum afrdcour FolstrUcfai,*an un-

"'17



. . .' derstantfing of stucVne differences, the de-
velopment of a good lecsiur, the conduct of
livelY sdussion, the adeqiiite use of teach- .

wing aids, e evaluitión of srttrtents.1

i

-

.

The notion that graciuhlie students would some-
how becbme capableteachers by some ill-
d finedprocess ofacadernic osmosishas en-

yed a 'temarka,ble tenure. Fortunately, thanks
to the efforts ofthe American Economic Asso-
ciation (AEA) Conimittee on Econoinic Educa-
tion, the University, of Minnesota, and the Joint
council on Economic Education (JCEE), a well-
conceived and affordable program of teacher
training for j'As now exists. A number of pres-,
tigiouskttitutions have adopted ;his program
and the prognosis is for widesfaread acceptance
anesalutary direct effects uponshe quality of
teaching, particularly at the prineiples level.

.

The pusposes and operational details of the
3,4?nnesota JCEE program have been detailed
aiteWh4e (Lewis and Orvis, 1973; Lewis and
Becker,,,1976). However, two aspects tithe
program are particularly relevant tothis essay.

"!:,Crn the one hand; by directing attention specifi-.
cally to the critical issueS of the needs of stu- ,

dents and the level at which prineiples shonld
be taught, the program militates against the
previouslynoted tendency of beginningtrAs to
transfei rhe content of their advanted cdurses
to the Principles level. On the other hanch. the/
Minnesota prógraniimpressis me as having a
promotional aspect; it prnmow interest in, and
dedication to; teaching as a profeiSional activi-
ty: That is, in the long run the teacher-training,
progranrrnay be instrumental in,elevating k

teaching from the status of an aCtivity Which
one must perform in exchange for the pririlege
ofd.bing research at a recognized univeraity,
tO 3 professional endeaVor which is intrinsiCally
WOrthWhilen its own right.

Despite the virtues of the new teacher-training
program; it wouldhe precipitate for theprofes-
sion to regard it as a panacea or to take the

;position ihat dconOinists have now "done their
,bit" for the irhprovement Of teaching. We must
regard a nme..week seminar tO bea "teaching,
appreciation" courie; rather than an ,endeavor

.AEACommineeon Undergraduate Teaching (N.D. pp. 19-20).
414.

which-will produce quality teaChers overnight...
Indeed, even more ambitious programs of
teacher training may fail to produce signifi- .

candy improved instruction if the reward sys-
tem remains unaltered and departments fail to
sanction greater, apecialization in'teaching.

,
. On the other hand, the academic climate of the

1970s maybe changing in such a way that the
priority placed upon teaching is at least slightly
enhanced. At some schools budget constraints
have generated formidable pressures for in-
creased teaching loads at the expense of
research efforts, thereby torcing a relative up-

rading teaching and a relative doWngrading
oftesearch in their priority systems. Similarly,
the Widespread acceptance of mandatory
teacher evaluation programs has provided
reasonably "hard" evidence which is highly .
useful for the rewarding of effective teaching.8

Research in Economic Edueation
Another development which leads one.to be
optimistic about the quality of college teaching'.
in general, and the improVement of the
pies course in particular, is the recent Outflow
of reearch in econOmieedUcation. Much of this
interest is attributable tO the efforts and activi-
ties of the AEA Cornmittee on Economic Edu-
cation and, in 1969, the creation of The Journal
of Economic E ucatton.

The existence e Journalis important in
several ways. M t obviously, it is a meads of
communicating research fmdings on reaching.
One is under a professional obligation to keep
abreast of salient advances in Subject matter,
but the obligation has norbeen prisent to keep
pace with research in economic education. In

,point of fact, before the mdstence of the Joural
there was no ready means of access to such fe- ,

search. Less obviously, by providing an outlet
for research in econotnic education, the J ourtlal
has undoubtedlybeen an important stimulus to

, the undertaking of such researeh.9 While there

8 The counterforce at wOrk is thar, with fewei academic positi.ons.
available , there is likely to be incieased pressures upon young
Ph.D.s to do more research.

9 For earlier reviews of research in economic education see
Bernard F. Haley (1966), Keith G. Lumsden (1967 and 1970), and

---"Etndigs Fels (1969)-
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is nocondusive evidence as
matter research in general an
compfiementary or competitive
that the latter isftrue), one can reasonably pre-
sume that research in economic education, on
the one band',.arrd effective teaching, on the
other, are highly complementary erdeavors In
other words, the existence of the J rnal may
encourage research in that area wherein the
trade-offs between teaching and research are
most acceptable or, alternatively, where the
complementarity is strongest. Finally, it may
be worth noting that respectable research on
the effectiveness and efficiency of alternative;
instructional methods may be a critical deter;
minant of the quantity andquality of economic
research in general. Asq:iur stock of knowledge
expands, it becomes an increasingly resource-
absorbing task to transmit or comthunicate this
knowledge. Unless there is imf)roved efficiency

rising productivity in the teaching or
knowledge-communicating segment of our
industry, it may become increasingly difficultto
free resources for the discovery ofnew. knowl-
edge?'" Many, if not most, studies appearing in
theJournal have relevince for the task ofin-
creasing the productiVity of tconothists as
Withers.

411.-
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DOterentiating the Product
bite cannot help wondering ifmany of the
problems associated with the principles course
stem froth its traditional rigidities. For ex-
ample, the lecture has tr#ditiongilly been the''
cornerstone of pedagogy in high'Er education.
The past ten or fifteen years, however, have
been characterized by a wide variety of experi-
ments with new approaches to, and techniques
of, teaching. These include television instruc-
tion, case 4thods, programmed learning,
gaming and simulation, computer-assisted in-
struction, personalized self-paced instruction
(tht Keller Plan), videotaped dialogues, and
sO forth. In bkief, there has been a healthy..
interest in "product differentiation,"'a
prOpensity to supply students with a greater
menu of pedagogical choices.

The theory of consumer behavior implies that,

10 %Wing (1969. p. 10).

within limits, greater product differentiatiOn
enhances .conumer satisfaction. A simple, 'and
hopefully not naive, analogy suggests that the
tendency of colleges and uniVersitics to make
available several pedagogical optiqns to stu-

, dents may tend to ameliorate some of the prob-
letns and frustrations now associated With the
principlei course. To carry the analogy a step
further, rational consumer choice presumes
perfect knowledge; the buyers must be aware
ex ante of the Satisfaction which they will derive
froth additional units of a product. Similarly,
the students confronied with several pedagog-
ical options need information concerning their
learning capacities under various instructional
arrangements. Indeed, an important future
arfa of research in economic education may
involve the effort to identify which students will
learn more effectively and efficiently with a
given pedagogical alternative. Which students
learn best by more-or-less passively listening to.
a traditional lecture ?' By working.through pro-
grammed materials? By actively participating
in case-problem discussions? By working inde-
pendently at their own pace? Not only should
student-customers-be offered a variety of in-
structional options, but they should alsel be
provided with Useful information with respect
to which option might be most relevant for
them.

To summarize: (1) the existence of a formal
program of teacher training for thc graduate
schools', (2) the flourishing of research in eco-
nomic education; and (3) innovations which
provide a potentially Wider range ofpedigog-
ical choices for the smaent as consumer, are all,
forces which may tend to ameliorate the prob;
lems and frustrations associated with the
principles course.

ECLECTICISM:A MODEST DEFENSE
Professor Stigler's quotatidn at the outset of
this paper bemoans the encyclopedic character
of the principles course and suggests that the
problems envisioned.in the course arise in good
measure from that characteristic. This is
neither a unique nor recent criticism. In'1950
the AEA Committee on the Undergraduate .

Teaching of Economics.concluded that ".. . the
content of the ekmentary course has expanded

9
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beyond all possibility of adequate comprehen-
gion and assimilation by astudent in one year of
three class-hours a week." Similarly, in the
view of Lewis E. Wagner (1962, pp. 4-55:

. . . ive aspire to teach students facts, insti-
tutions, tools.of analysis, thethodOlogy,
theorY, problem-solvingz critical and objec-
tie thinking, an economic way of thinking,
an understanding of soeial p9liey, in addition
tovreparing them for advarited courses and
contributing more fully to their liberal eduea-
tion all in six semester hours.

._

1

The alleged consequence is frustration on the
part of both teacher,and students and an inef-
fectual course. Para Phrasing Winston Churchill,

.Wagner argues kat the inevitable outcome of
the encyclopedic approach is that "Never have
so many learned'scOittle about so much."

The solution is as obvious as the perceived
problem: the principles course needs drastic
prtining. The options are many. At one end of ,

the spectrum -the proposed line ofEediess is ro
curtail drastically the use of the tMnical-
analytical apparatus to eliminate all or much
of the technical jargon and geometric presenta-
tion now characteristic of the course. At the
other extreme it is suggested that the course
should be purged of virtually all descriptive,
institutional, and problem-policy materials to .

release time for a rigorous and highlyinte-
grated course in analytical economics. The vari-
ous other approaches to the course which are so
admirably described by Dr. Laurence Leamer
elsewhere in this volume present additional
options.

In one important respect my own views are very
inuch in accord with the "encyclopedic pro-
test." To be blunt, I am alarmed at the level of
analytical sophistication upon which some in-
structors and departments insist. A dedicated
teacher has pinpointed this problem and its
implications as follows:

Most of.us are simply giving the students tdo
many 'principles.' Every year, it seems,
more and more concepts, which previously

.

See page 12, this volume.

. 15:
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had been reserved for the intermediate,
theory or even the advanced theory.se-
quences, are being taught in principles
courses. In fact, I have an uneasy feeling that
there is enough in several of today's princi-
ples texts to warrant their use in certain
graduate courses. For example, ihdifference
curves and isoquants, with all their rainifica .
tions, are frequently taught as part of ele-
mentary economies. We find ourselves en-
meshed by envelopecurves and saddle
points. We are caught up by accelerators and
even LaGrange multipliers and set theory.
Then we spend the rest of the undergraduate
program, and a good deal of the graduate
program, repeating the same material. The
,results are predictable. The poor students
are hopelessly swamped in the principles
course, and the best students are tUrned off
in later courses, when they find that they are
getting very' little new material."

To all of this I say, "Amen!"

But, aside from this dimension, Iwonder
whether the widely held assertion that the
problems associated with the principles courre
arise frOm its alleged encyclopedic character is
not overdrawn. Certainly the "costs" implicit
in the proposed options must be isolated and
considered.,To opt for the nonattalytical ap-
proach, for example, is to give students a gross=
ly distorted view of what economics ind its
methodology are All about. The analytical
approach, on the other hand, is frequently tan-
tamount to a barren exercise in deductive logic.
One of the several objectives of the principles ,

course is to create andjustain interest in the
discipline; one may question whether an unin-
ierrupted diet of econdinic th.ny will 'foster
this goal. More positively; not
pared to accept the rationale that, if we timpt
to.do only a few things in the course, We will
surely do them well12Nor atn I convinced that it
is less sound pedagogically to fulfill rather
ambitious goals partially than it is to achieve
more modest ones completely. In short, I sim-

11 Allan B. Mandelstamm (1971, p. 434. .

12 As Fels (1969, p. 7) has pointed out, the hypothesis that the
principles course is "overloadid" has never been substantiated.
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ply find myself unable and unwilling to draw
hard lines between and to reject completely
or even in large measure any of the ap-
proaches sketched by Dr. Learner. They all
have substantial xppeal. Hence, my inclination
is to take "some of cach" to attempt a work- .

able synthesis of the salient elements of each
and. to offer the resulting product without apol-
ogy. Theproblem, I recognize, isqo make the
resulting smorgasbord as appealing and.
effective as possible. It is io this end that I hope
the developments outlined in the second part
of this paper will make important contributions.

Finally, is the principles course eclectic as it
now typically is really tha bad? One might
reasonably hypothesize that a Ph.D. degree
plus ten or 15 years of teaching experience can
be conducive to the establishment of unrealistic
expectationi with respect to student
performance. My earlier aiialogy concerning
gtudent aspirations may be relevant in a slight-
ly altered form. The profession may, in fact, be
accomplishing a great deal in the principles
course as presently conceived, but neverthe-
less feel-a sense of failure because that achieve-
ment is far sh,ort of our lofty goals.

16
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Building a Philosophy of Eonomic Education:
Approaches to-Economics Teaching What SAoUld.Be Taught and How

,

,

Laurence E. Learner".
1

4

We begin with the ntos,t fUndamental questop
of alL.What should be taught and hOw? The-A
answer 0...this qdestioq depends on an indivi..
dual's .pailosophi of ec4inomic education.
NOthing'is More important for teachers, or

%prospective teachers, of economics to think
khrough thanTheit teaching goals and the
meAnS Of attaining those goals.

,.,... , , ,,

Affrriative.i;hildsophies.of econoMic education
,a1.;144'idally Calledapproaches 0 economics

: iThe.pkiirposiV this.paPet is
''. Lytle everal of theie differenKalinkt hes

.% ,
to teathlng ecOnomics.'Most approaChiS 4re
qUitiiinilaiin conient; differerkes ais*ttruat-,

i, NyInthe eiznphaSfs of central orkinizrug :',

PriPpik-e.§;.,' , ' :' ''
':AisiAl:ftiii,ORintkik$81t4iNum 1: LI:'

EconorniAnalysisis **ill:het:0 oPnursks
cipline in 'the view of mo§s; onomisti.'There- .,

fore if the introductory ii, pin;i4OUdent or
the undergradgate econ alor is really to'
learn economics, they md.st* ove all learn
theory, both inkr6 and macrot ,. 44 . tevet else is
taught Problems, institiitiOhal . escription,
'history it should be used primarily for the
purpose of making the teaching of analysis
more effective. Certainly, if pressed for time,
extraneous subjects should beomitted, passed
over lightly, or left to students to learn on their'
own. Economics is fundamentally a training of
the mind, a science of choice. Above all we
should teach our students to appreciate eco-
nomk analirsis and use economic principles to
reason like economists. In designing courses'

c4and in the t ching process, rigor should be the
primary goal This we call the analytical or ,
principles approach. To the majority of econo-
mfsts it is probably the only approach.

N 4 4

study emphasized in`the courie or textual
materials Usrally reveal thekuUalytical focus:.
macro. and Micro econOmicS*ptice;Producti
and, distribution theory, natiCltal income and
OntputinalysN-rnIonetary de** Problem ap-ilt!!
Nicationo will follow the teaching cfrf relevabt -

ory rather than,heing.uted in ttirntillfte it.
ypically a course or textheginS *00 Seaion

on scope and methodand an eCktehde .:section
ontrnportant economic terms, such as factots pf
prlyduciiiiii, wealth, income, opportunik* costs,
dad other terms needed to understand:the
analysis to folloW.

PROBLEMS APPROACH
A small but grow ing number of economists feel
thatikhe analytical approach misses the very

central use of economics: the solution of prob-
lems. AnalYsiS should perhaps be central in the
education of professional economists but prob-
lems should be the central focussteconomics
for the 'Cltiien. It is Mille form of problems that
economics relates to most of us. Problem .

economic issues are discussed and debated in
the media. We cast votes asexpressions of our
judgnrnt regarding problems and their pro-
posed solutions.

Therefore, students need tobe taught to employ
the problems approach in their thinking; in

1. other words, define the problem,. identify goals,
determine alternative solutions, and choose the
bett course of action, taking into consideration
the probable consequences of each alternative
solution.

Thus, stress should be placed on the meaning
. of such goals as efficienty, stabiliiy, growth,
devefopinent, equity, and such social goals as
justice, freedom,- and Security. Economic enaly-
sis, institutibnal materials, and economic
history and echnomic philosophy should be
introduced as'they relate to problems. Finally,
it is not eninigh to teach the problen*approach
once. Rather it should be used and teiiged ,

the student in the study, ofa series of prohlems.
The supreme 'test of k course is whether stu-
dents will Continue to employ this problems,
approach to thinking outside the classrdom.

An introductory course or text using this ap-
proach is likely toAcalled "Economic Prob-

'tle of a course or text employing this
oach is likely to read "Principles of Ecoi...

nomics," "Economic Analysis" or some vari-
ant theteof. The economic topics or units of

Professor of Economics and Director, Center
for E6anomic Edulation and Public Policy at the
state Universitypf New York at Binghannon.'
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f lems" or a variant thereof. Similarly, an ad-
vanced course would 6e "Labor Problems."

INSTITUVONXL OR DESCRIPTIVE
APPR
Propon

, . .

pf an institutional or descriptive
a khai,the central goal of econom-,

ct should be simply to open the
vey ...,41,6 the economic world. Analysis

("1 .
t ductory or undergraduate

seti s'sldom the tool for understanding
the \ to which it applies. It is presumptuous
to teach students to "solve" economic prob-
lems, as in the problemS approach, that eyen
the experts art unable to solve. Why not there-
fore abando iuch goals and focus economics

institutions which surround
oblems materials may then

ti and a they will contribute
ntlerstanding of the economy

instruction o
us.' AnalySis
be introduc
to the student
and its parts. '

proPriate. But the overall goal is to open stu-
dents' eyes to whit they have been apart of
without really seeing: their economyasa system
of coordination. Usually by comparing the Amer-
ican economic system with other systems;a
clearer understanding ofour system is gained.

Cburses and texts follMing this approach are
o(ten called "The Economic SYstem, " "The
American Economy," or "Comparative Eco,
nomic Systems. "

,HISTORIAL APPROACH
All of the foregoing approaChes tend to portray
economics as a static science or as a Collection of
fi a/truth a cl o tru ts to be ma ter ds n c ns e .

Unless students are prepared to expect changes
econornic ideas and institutions, they are likely

, lifthey are among the few who rememberwhat .

they were taught) to be guided in the future by
.some disproved theorist oftIlast.

Students must understan

. r
There.are seYwal variations on this approach.
A, course may stress the learning of edonomic
concepts, terms, or ideas that students are ,

likely to encdunter; This variation has been
called cher," concePtuaLapproadi. " Or it may.

- describe economic institutiol With which the
.student ha's daily contact in p rsOn or through .

. the media, 'including: kankS, stock market,
employment agencies, supermarket, and
credit markets. This has keen calied the "per-
sonal economics approach." A ,sunilar variation
is the "consumer economiOapproach" in
which materials.are organized around the activ-
ides of people as consumers a,nd as producers.
Thus Organizational profiles may vary in the in-
ptitutional or descriptive approach to teiching
economics.

SW:EMS APPROACH
1'4 fifoVonents of the Systems approach believe that

the cen'tral functionofeconomics teachinghould
betonablestudents to understand the economy -
as a social organization for example, as a sys-
tem for answering the key questrons ofproduc-
'tiOn: what, how and for whom? Thefranne of
reference for this approach is usually the basic

; functions 'that are common'to all econOmies
production, exchange,,distribution, and',
consumption. Analysis, institutiOnal miterials ,

history, and problems are introduced where ap-
,

13

t inorder to
ayoid rediscovering estab i. wisdom. Unless
students'learn that current inStitutions and awl-
ysis are merely thelates t phase ofan evolving
body of knowledge, they will be ill-prepared for
their chinging future .

Thus advocates of an historical approach would
teach ecOnornic concepts, institutions, problems,
theory, and orpnization by; means ofhistoriCal
change. qur present economy, seen in historical
perspective, becomes an evolving one. Economic
theory taught Within the context ofthe history of
economic thought becomes a changing and cu-
mulative effort of great minds to understand the
economy and to develop ways ofcoping with

, persistent and emerging probleMs. The history.
ofecOnomic problems INcomes a dynamic
picture ofdianging valUes or goils and, of
changing instinitiOns, leading to new problems
anciour first consciousness ofnew efforts to &Ave
old problems.

Thus the historicalapproach aloneprepares stu-
dents to Be part Of a world of change : These stu-
dents are much less likely to be struck with
!"future shock" than are thoie who have been
taught hy other approaches. ey are ilsotriore -
likely to want to use their tal4us fOrshapinga
better future.

tf4



' The usual profile for courses or texts using an
hiskorical approach is simply through a chrono-
logical history. But this approach may be com-
bined with other approaches by presenting theme
in an historical context through a history of
economic thought relative to value and price,
distAbiltion, political economy, or by the history
ofseveral basic economic problems 1.nd of

.

economists '.effeirts to solve them.

POLITICAL-ECONOMIC OR
SOCIAL-PHILOSOPHIC APPROACH
Advocates of this last approach remind us that
all of the foregoina will failto relate to the real

. economic world unless they are taught in tip,
coutp4xt scicial-economic philosophy and - .,
tiesObe most fundamental questions of all for
the lay cidzen concern political economy
' "What is-the proper role for government in re3
lotion to the economy? What kind oPeconomy
do we *ant?"

Politics ,.by which we mean the exercise of
' poWer, is central tdan understanding of inch-
vidnal and social action relating to.the econ-
omy. Economic philosophies are central to an
understanding of why one policy is preferable

- nianother. We simply Cannot understand the
economy unleas we seeit as an instrumentby

, which an overk, covert, Or unconscious power
struggle is conductedVver the sharing of,
values. Citizens cannot understand their rolekL
in Society until they see themselves as active
participants in this power struggle. Students
Cannot learn to share effectively in the building

berter society if they are indifferent to their
social-economic philosophy and unaware of,
agencies through which power may be .

'eicercised for the attainment of personal goals.

t, Viekvi lifer on how economic philosophy and
olitics might be made the focus fOr economics

o' instruction, The prevailing view, of COurse, is
that they should hot; econoniies is a.science
which cannot and should ndt deal with norma-

orpoliticalmatters. But advocates of a poli-
4ical economiOnproach deny that this is
possible. One view is that econimiieishOuld
frankly lie taught from the perspective of the
economic philosophy of the instructoi--7- per-
haps anardent, free-enterPrise capitalist ideol-

j'c...!

r "

ogy or that of a modern liberal; a democratic
socialist or of a Marxist. Another view is that
students should be introduced to various eco-
nomic philosophies'. Students should see their
own philosophy as an evolving ideology and
I§hould read the best:thinkers who share their
values. Econoniics teaching Using this
approach should aim not at indoctrination but
at getting students to think through their own
tentative views,and to deyelop them.

Enough then on alternative approaches. But
really, must one choose? Is itnot possihle to
cover all or most of them? May they not com-
pkment one another? And are there possibly
'other alternatives that have been overlooked?

Unfortunately, in this wottcl of many desirable
econtimic educational goals; the opportunity
cost principle holds as it does in an economy.
A course that seeks to do all things may-do:
nothing well. A course whicesOesigned
with,out a well-conceiVed purpoge is altnost
certain.to do all things poorly.

f9*
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Wh.at ghou d a Principles Course in'Econotnics Be?
4 ,

G. L. Bach! to do a better job itt teaching the elementary
economics course.The principles course clearly is out most impor-

tant teaching assignment. Here is our one big GOALS
chance to teach economics to most of the
people who go through collgges and unitrerz
sities. Front two-thirds to &me-fourths of all '
students we teachtake only the eleMentati
course and yet m6st evidence suggests that we
are noidoing a particularly, good job of teaching
the course.

Casual empirical evidence on how much Our
former students have learned is everywhere
arOund:us in the newspapers, in the current
public opinion polls, and in the comments of
our leaders and the people on the street abo.13
economic issues. .

Ask your neighbors Whether they tooka course
in economics and what the), thought of it. They
will probably sal(if my 20 years of experinien-
tation is any guide), "Yes we did, And it wasn't
very good. Wereinember it asheing,tertibly
dull, when it ought to have beedexcking. 'We
certainly wish now we hid learned more eco-
nomics, because we need it every day when we
read the newspapers and go about our busil.
ness."

,

There iS a standing but d joke among
..econornists.that we haV o teach the ;

elementary course over in all our intermediate
andlipper level courSes, because students re-
ineMber so liftle trom only a year or two before.
On the level of more scientific evidence; in the
early 1960s, Professor Saunders and I con-
ducted a nationwide study of all social siudies
teachers in high schools in the United States
and found that eight years after taking college
economics t. there waS no StatistiCally signifi-
cant-difference on a national test (the Test of
EconOmic Understanding) between those,,
teachers viho had taken the eleMentary course
in economics and those who hadpever, had such
a cotirse. Professor Saunders retiortstrslightly
more encouraging evidence in a moretecent
Study offormer college students. HoWever, that
doesn!t.changethe basic picture that we need

. . , . .

Frank E. Buck Professor of Economics and
Public.Policy at Stanford,University.

I wish to argue for a particularkind ofeconom-
ics principles course-6ne whose primary goal
.is to produce students who can and will think
inielligently for themselves about economic
issues five and ten years after they have taken
the course andhave left theeampus. I want to
put the stress on soidents, on helping them to
think for themselves about ec6nomic problems
and issues, and on developing their interests
and skills so they can and will use ecOnomk
nnalysis long after-they escape the final exam-

: ination. Economics is a w y of thinking about
problems, not a set of inswers, and we ought to
accept thisfact in our teaching. Moreover, we
might as Well face it; Ifwe don't get students
interested and involved-in eConomics in the ele-
mentary course, we have lOst thein fOrever; the
."fiVe-yearslafter" or "ten-yeirs-after" test-

'seems to ra..4.0 be the crucial one as to whether
we are aoing a good job in-teaching elementarY
economics.

To flesh out this overall goal, let me specify
fotir more specific behavioraignals for the
principles course. All of these subgoals are

'ttated in terms of.what thetstudent should be
ableto do, not in terms of what the instructor
should say or do.

Students should be able to:
Develop an awareness of, arid a contiduing
interest in, the major economic problems of,r
modern society..

Obtaika firm grasp of the few basic prin.
Ciples and analytical concepts necessary to
think intelligently about economic prob-
lems for themselves. (Technical theore-
tical detail should be%acrificed in order to
obtain proficiency in the use of the basic '
analytical tool kit.)

Develop an independent ability to apply
these analytical tools in thinking indepen-
dently about economic problems (This
inyolves placing mall/stress on theprv-
cess- of applying economic concepts and
principles in salving [thinking about] co-
nomic issues).

`-



Learn to use and evaluate both qualitative
and quantitative evidence when conflicting,
points of view are encountered on economic
issues.

While these objectives may appear common-
place, they are really quite untraditional in the
wey they focus specifically on student behavior
and student learning, rather than on the de-
tailed economic subject matter of the course
per se.

FOUNDATIONS FROM LEARNING THEORY
How can we achieve this basic goal of devel:
oping students' interests ancfabilities to do

own thinking about economic issues years -
after they leave the classroom? I argue that we
must state instructional goals in behavioral .
terms in terms of what we want the student
to do now and later. To make kense of t pro-
position, we must have a foundation of h
people learn', of what the psychologists call
learning theory.

Experts on learning agree that there is no satis-
factory general theory of human learning. Yet,
a considerable body of evidence, much of it
highly convincing, hai been accumulated on
what kinds of learning generally occur best
under What kinds of cirumstances Or, con-
verseli, what conditions are unconducive to
learning. r do not presume to pose as an expert
on learning theory. I do want to suggest a series
of propoSitions which, from a of the Psy-
chological literatints, appear to e generally

, valid and which can be used as important
foundations for course planning, given the
genefal goftls I have Stated above.

I

IMPORTANCE OF MOTIVATION
Most psychological evidence suggests that the
learner's motivation is the most iinportant
able controlling the amount of learning that
occurs. A related proposition is that rewdril
generally a stronger inducement to learning
than punishnient. People who ire highly moti-
vated to learn generally do learn; those who are
not motivated seldom do. This has proven true
in experiments with rats and with people, and
in just about every circumstance one can
imagine. It hada true' for all ages, from Small
tildred to adults, though of course, the

LI ." ''

motivating factors may be different at different
ages and for different groupt. If we accept this
proposition, it has siveeping consequences-for
the way we design our conrses and the way we
teach: Without effective student Motivation,
nothing else Matters much.

THE COGNITIVE PROCESS:
LEARNING,-RETERTION AND TRANSFER-

Turning then; to what pSychologists
nitiVe processes the intellectual 'kinds of
learning as.distinct from attitudinal and motiva-
tionalissues it is conVenicnt to look at the .

facts which appear to govern learning, those
which govern retention, and those which
govern learning tran fer.

On Learning
Prompt accurate f dback appears to be of
critical importance to the learning process.
That is, students must receive knowledge of
how they are doing, if they are to learn effec-
tively. This is the central proposition under-
lying so-called "programmed learning," but it
canapply to all kit* of learning processes. The

-proposition seems to hold firmly, with rats in
mazes and with children and adults in a Wide
variety ofiituations.

Moreover, the.kquisition of knowledge is
faster and easier if the learning is' meaningfUl
(releVant) to the student. This, of course,
appears closely related to the motivation point
mentioned above..

Moit experts suggest that effective learning
involves active response. The studemmust do
something whether verbally in class, or in
out-Of-clnss discussion. Learning is not a
passive process in which the student merely
sits and "receives" information from a

_lecturer.

Finally, on the degree of guidance conducive to
effective acquisitidn of knowledge, ttiere ap-
pear to be seyeratreasonable and well estab-
lished propositions. These include:

The more highly the learner is motivated,
the less teacher guidance is required.

n'
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The mbre complex the learning situation,
the more valuable is instructor guidance.



0" lAore teacher guida
val able in thereat
leañiing processe
i9 later stages -as

re independ

e is generally
gtages.O.f.complex

and is decreasingly so
tudents arc able. to do

nt teaming. .
Excessive te her guidance, in the form ot
lecturing or a therwise telling people_what
todo, ten to violatethe principles of
feedbac , which involves having students
do so thing for themselves and then tell-

' ing m ho* theylave done it, terms of .

res CS.
. ...

ly; a case.emerges for a mixture, and for
a anging mixture; between induction on the
art of the student and gnidance on the.part of

tWe instructor in most learningsituations..,,

On Retention
Psychological studies ontearning retentio...,

. indicate that geopie tend to retain More of what
they study.when. the subject matter is organized
and meaningful.. In-Contrast, reteritiOn levels
'diminish when the-Suiject Matter being learned
is unmeanitigful and unrelated. Anything t.hat
is rote-learned IS likely to have a short half-life.
Similarly, the retention rate goes up rapidly as
Material iS "oyerlearned." That4s, learning the
same material several timeseven though it .

may appear wasteful at thesime,gproduces
more lasting learningin most circumstances..
Conversely; the retention rate is loW on barely-
learned materials:

On Transfer
While evidenCe on learning gansfer is both
conflicting and unsatisfactory, there is substan-
rial evidence that transfer oCcurs most,effee-
Aively when the pr6eess of probfern solving is
stressed, in,cOntrast o stressiog aParticular.
technique. But evidence also sUggests,that
people who take courses in ,formal:logic or
mathematics show no increase in "logical
thinking" in applied .situations over those with-
out such foritial training. There.isalso SCPric
evidence*Mit verbalization .of prineipleS facili-
tates transfer. .

This is by noameans a cOmpletelist of what the .

Texperts know and are discovering.about the
lig process in human beings,: But it seems.
Ovide'a significant psychological founda-.

tion for developingia cour
major stress on what the t
fore, what the teacher doe
to that basic purpose.

-. PLANNING THE COURSE
Given Our general gOal for teaching ethnomics
and theie propositions about learning, some
fundamentalthings can besaid iliout how to
elan a principles course. FirsOhe crucial focus'
should be on/he students and what they will be
expected todo upon completion of the cdurse. -

What 4 teacher says or does should be gov-
: erned b? the test of how much the studetrt is

learning'. Second, the course cohtent should
meet one central test:Will it heip the student to
think independently about economiC issues five

: years later? This can be broken dow,n into two
questions: (1) Is the learning of general appli-:
cability to different problems which the student

. *ill face in the future? (2) As a practical matter,
4. is it simple anaimportapt epough,for:the

student to remember and use indePendently?

at wSitid put its
klearns; there-
times secondary

Since we knowstUdents learn and retain only a
limited amount (m eConoMici as well as other
areas),in any day's work and in any class; itis
essential that wepare down the content of the
course to the cOre. For moSteconomists, this
willoinvolve the painful process of giying up a
lot of details that they think are intriguing and
important. But if the student won't learn them
and remember them for the five-year-after tegt,
there is no real point in trying to reach the
The half-life Of uni teresting and irrçlevnt
niceties of econorn c theory is about as I ng as,
the half-life of the nsense syllables w ich .

psychologists are fnd of using in their tests:

Finally, it is'essentiaLthat as teachers we know
precisely what it it we want the student to
learn. Unless we areclear abont exactly what
this is, it is very unlikely that stildents will
somehow determine this essential core.
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ME COURSE .

There is, of COurse, no one iiteal principles
Course ineconomiesi Let me sUggest, however,
a general pattern that meets the general cri-
teria I have just laid dot. First, it seems essen-
tial to list the central economic concepts that we
want the students to learn the, tool kit of

.9



analyticalsconcepts that students should be-able
to use for themselves five years out. Listed'
beloW.are 20 such concepts for the entire
course. Perhaps you would prefer to put some
of them in the for of principles or simgle ,e
models; either wa , the central concepts Will be
clear to econanist . They are:

1. Scarcity (limited resources) and need for
choice (economizing)

2. Opportunity (alternativ ) tost at ihai-
vidual, Organization an national levels

, 3. Marginalitm .

4. Selinterest (including pr
motiVaiing force

5. Voluntary exchange
6: Markets and mark'et prices
7. Supply and demand
8. Competition

' 9. Principles of comparative adlian
10. Interdependence .
1. "Optimal" allocatiori of resourc ecO=I

nomic efficiency #:.:: 4 .",-4'0.
: 12. "Market failures" (market imperfec-

tions, income distribution, etc.)
13. Externalities aticiPublic goods
14. Aggregatedetnand (and main

coMponents) ,
15. Aggregate supply (and potential produc- ,

tive capacity of the system)
16. Real 4fid mogey income price level

.change 1`

17. Money and monetary policy
18. Et.sgal Policy
19. givingand investment

'- 20. Econothic growth *
If the problem is to teach anne-semester or
one-quarter course, kwould probably give up
some of these for example, Numbers 11 and
12. These are important ideas, but something
probably needs to go if we are to face the five-
year-after test in such a short course. Remem-
ber that unless something islearned very well-,

, itiv4, probably not last. To teach the -"optimal"
allocation of resources and "market failures"
in the dsual fashion requires a large block of
time that probably cannot be justified in the
One-semester or one-quarter course. But, as an .

economist, yoti *ill hive your oWn notion's about
which of these concept? are most dispensable. 2 3



A Student-Oriented, Real Problem Solving Approach(in Econoniia
.

William Becker.* Al Craig §wan't

The analytical base of econOmics has expanded
at an exponential rate since the turn of the cen-
tury.' The areas Of specializktion within eco-
ninnies have similarly expanded to the point

-.that no individual (Ph.D. economist or laV per-
son) can clannexpertise in more than a harrow
range of the-discipline a.r4nge that varies

o from individual to individual in line with differ-
ing personal intfrests.2 . .

It is unrealistic, therefore-, to expect that a,
freshman or sophoiriore college student can
become familiar With all the combinations of,
economic concepts and analytical skills now in
use. However, to a large eitent tools and
concepts uied within areas of specialization
build on More limited nuinbers of basic con-
ceRts, making it realistic toexpect that students
can and should become acquainted with a lim-
ited numberof basic economic conceptsrd.
skills.3 These coneepts and skills:can then be
applied to per4onal and Social problems of
interest to the students.

5

Differineinstitutional details and special
aSpects ofa particularproblem will often call
for some modification in applying basic con-
cepts. Learning how to apply econoMic concep-
tual analysis to "real PrOblems" Should be an
important objective in a student's trainingat
the-introductory level. Economics is not a col-
lection'of readylmade concepts and Conclusions
but rather a inetheaof analysis. As Keynes
said:

1 See Lovell (1973) for empiriCal evidence on advanciments in eco-
nomics. Also note that the worlt Of economists, unlike other social
scientists, is now recognikeil for Nobel prize honors.

2 For examples of areas of Specialization see the tables of con-
: tents of the May issues of The Amencaa Ecooromic Review

(Papers and Proceedirig4:f '4

3 This argunfent for minimi4m cOntem coverage is in line with
,Bach's views foulittpa this rionograph and Felt (1974, AER).1

` Associate kofesSorand Director of Economic
Education,VniVersity of Minnesota,,and
't AsSociate liofessor of Economics, University
of Minnesota ,

, ,. ,

The theory of economi.cs does not furpish a
body of settled conchisions immediately ap:

, plicable tVolicy. It is a wethod rather than a
doctrine; an apparatus of the mind, a techni-
qlug of thinking, which helps its possesscfrto
draw correct conclusions.

The purpose .of this Paper iS to explore the
abOve objective interms of "real problem"
solving applications, its multifaceted emphasis
oh the student's ability, and the use of basic
economic analysis. It is Worth org that no
attempt is made to argue for gainst the tra-
ditional micro/ macro aown in the prin-'
ciples course; it is t e eal problem, student-
oriented objective which is central to Our
presentation.

REAL PROBLEMS
There are a variety of uses to which the phrase
"real Problems" may be put. Not all' of theie
uses art what we have in mind.

Sometimes the term "real problems" is us t
denote a fragment of the whole situation w. '
artificial boundaries catefully drawn and con-
trolled by the instructor: for example, teaching
supply and demand analysis usineceteris.
paribbs assumption. Often it means a Made-up
situation which may be consistent with an..,eco-
nomic principle but not observable,in the shi-
dent's world: for example, the idea of the mon-
ey multiplier taught through a single bank, sin-

, 'gle deposit and no withdrawal banking struc-
ture. Sometimes it is a prepared case study on

an issue which was of cancern to society or an
individual last year or several years ago.

While an application of a mathemeatic form4
or economic concept may be a valuable teach-
ing tool in relating abstractions to reality, these
applications are often so rigidly structured by
the teacher that the student merely uses techni-
que A to solve problem B. Such applications
may be uSeful in developing familiarity with a
particular technique, but they are incomplete
in that they eliminate the need for students to

. search for knowledge a'ncl methods that are rel-
evant to problems of individual interest.

Real problenis in this Binned sense may not
preipare the majority of students to cope with

2 4.
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complicated*non- ctured, and many-faceted
ptoblem situat et in life outside the class-

,

room, .

In our view a real probJcm connotes d situation
in which there is an impedimenttO some de-
sired ens, or a contemporary dil ma wbich is
of interest to the griident; it need 4ot haye a
unique solution or be associated ith a-given
and pre-structured method ofanalysis. Is the
eniYersity registration system time:consuming ,

or prone to error'? Are student loans hard to
get? Is collegea good investment? Air state li-.
quor or drug laws reasonable? Does capitalism
or egalitarianism lead to the fair distribution'of
resources ?

In our real problem soWing environment,
-central problemsnr dilemmas cannot be se- )
,lected or given by the ptofessor as.they would
only reflect the professor's image of the big
problem. While student problems may be poor-
ly stated, they have a greater likelihood of chai-
lenging and motivating the student as they
reflect the image of the world from the stu-
dent' vietypoint.

STU NT ACTIVITIES
If onneks an economist what the principles
course should be, a typical response will pro-
bably include reference to what students should
be given: ad-feeling for "thia," a knowledge ofs
"that," and a sense of "whatever."John
Gurley (1975, p. 431) articulated such a .

...response:

Students would be given afeeling for the re-
lation of theory to practice, some sinse of
history, and the knowledge that systems of
ideas do nof drop out of the sky (emphasis
our4).

Learning theorists such as Gagne (1965) and
Popham (1971), however, have long argued
that a course objeCtive must be defined in terms
of student activity if in fact a chang4i student

s behavior is tobe expeCted. Assuming we do not
want students to be mere receptacles of eco-
noMic principles, as Gurley's statement seems
to imply, the objectives of the etonornics prin-
ciples coUrSe must be student-oriented activity.
Regardless'of the content coveredni the in-

t
striktional metho employed, ernphasis musit
Cde placed on students and what they are goiii)g
to do for concept skill reinforcemeni and'stic-w
cess feedback. For example; learning theory

'implies that instruction on interest raie deter-
mination is neither a necesSary nor a sufficient
condition to insure thapa student can undertake .

'intelligent economic analysis and assessnient of
the personal or social hnpficatiotts of a state
usury law. Likewise, a prOfessor's demonstrar
tion of economic analysis of usury laws is nei-
ther a necessary nor a sufficient condition tain-,
sure that a student can transfer the analysis
price ceiling effects to,other areas of interest
such as fair trgde laws and oil price controls. 4

1

We agree that the most effeciive learning
comes thrvugh,direct acdvity on the part of the
student. It is through in&vidual application
that the student learns how such an analysis
and related economic concepts arc transferable
across the large set of currentproblems and
issues.

Real Problem Assignments
At the very beginning of the principles course, -

students should be informed that they will bc
expected to apply what they are tIgivelp" in
class to reIl problems of interest to themselves.
Alternative time tables for completed adivities
can be given to the students.

Forthree regons, the problem should be se-
lected by the student within the fft-sf Couple
weeks of class. First, it gets students started
early in the term and lets them know what is
eipected of them; second, it gets students
"ready" to iccept that which is coming; and
third, it provides early feedback to the pro-
fessor as to what is currently of interest to
students.

.-,Telling tile students at the outset exactly what
they are expected tosdo rests on the supportabk
premise that.teaching should not be a guessing
game for students. Letting students know what
they need to do in the coupe provides an "Ad-
vanced organizer." The studtints do not have to
waste time trying to "psych-but" the profes-
sor.4 They hopefully become "ready" at die

20
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start of the course to accept bask ecOnoNge
conceptual ;relationships because ihey
that they will have tO Use they Ai the b
ihe :own

*

. -

6ncentrating on the s dent rather than on the,
t ching proeesswill ten to force the professor
to swer "Whafis the initial state of mind of
the tudent2" Requiting studenis it, select

. their Own probleth for analysis:enables profes-
sors to sharpen their perceptions of what ques-
tiöns the students waht the course to enable
them to answer.

Defining Real Problems .

Student-selected problems will not uSuallybe
well defined. Often they will not lead.th dear- ,
cut averuies of investiption which will help in
arriving at a practical solution. The variables
influencing the problem will often be many and

' difficlOt to discern; they'rnay not be easily
quantified. Dealing with the problem will in-
volve observation, personal diScussions With
experts, value judgments, dat pror
decision making and pant-um leaps
theory to conclusions.

,

:
_

.Priifessor's Role
In the sludent's problem-solvini efforts, the
professor's role becofties that of consUltantand
advisor ai opPbsed to lecturer. Teachersare
able, however, io modify the student's initial '

`images 'they assist the studenis in their
attempts to:

-,Ckaily define the problems
Identify alternatiVe goals
Identify econorniC concepts and principles
forpnalysis
Analyze goal
Evatuate
the goals
Identifithe po ible shortcomings of
simple economi alysis in terms of
providing a prea e solution
Form a conclusio or solution to- the prob-
lem baSed on uation, trade off between -

goals, va held, and degree ofuncer-.
tainty i economic analysis
Repo the analysis and conclusion in
writ-

..;

. As noted earlier, snidents need:to be notified
that they are expected to tome hp with a -

problvn, of personal interest at the start of the
course. Because ofithe time required on the
part of the prokssor and Student in a real
problem solving'siniation, a student should '
only be expected to select, analyze and report
on one, or at most-two, real problenis per guar-
ter.- At the same time, since learning a skill
quires structured.practite, students should be
given experience in problem solving throltigh
class disctissions4 short case studies, exarnin-
ations, short position papers, and the like. But
it musrbe remembered that such practice, even
with quick and reinfqrcing feedback, is not
enough. If students are to learn tO successfinly
cope wiih real problems, they Musrfirst at-
tempt such. An academic learning environment
ia the ideal place for learning to cope with real
probleMs They need to select a problein they
think they, can solve abd have an environment
'which suppcirts their efforts:

and polity optiOn% -
options according to each or

Students will have to recognize andcornifkini-
cate their difficultieS;'they will haVe to belble

&to reach into their limited tool kit of concepts
and analytical skills.to relate their research
efforts to their instructor. If this effort is suc-
cessful, ihe entire educational background of

-the student Will be brought to task and, in turn, '
reinforced. The student effort, however, is in..,
line with situations the majority of students will
face outsidetheclassroom and after college. In
aftempting analysis:the student learns that the
analytical process is long term and involves
many phaseS of action and stases of Partial
solu

k

Tackling an W-defed, nonstructured, comPlex
and Multifaceted reM problem requires more
than a student's ability-to handle therangeof
speCific questions given in welassroom test or .

'classroom presentation. The.mostiihportant
student task is to make,sense out of vagueness..

5 This-allument has been ptrt forward by Boulding (1973).

8 Professoi Fels at Vanderbilt University has been ixperimenting
with a similar approbch in prepared case.studies, Fels (1974,.J of Ecottomic Edicatios).
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CONTENT AVERAGE
!The beliefthat it is not worth' su to know a.

bix about everything and . a master of
nothing has been around academia for ages. In
accord with such a belief, the straw man set up

.and then knocked down is the principles course
which covered all of Samuelson in two

'seMesters via a straight lecture approach. In
rebound, A. J. Rogers-type textbooks in
which simple supply-demand and consumer
surplus demonstrations are overworked and
Rendigs Fels' Minimum concept, prepared-
typecage studies in which content selecied
on theibasis of "its 1.6efulness to the lay-

. Man enefit-cost ratio" are given as
the'lc6rio'content coverage. While such ap-

.RtaacheS to content may be intuitively appeal-
Ang:they do not provide operational rules for

4 I

content 'Selection and will not lead to universal
.,apprOVal by praCtioing economists or laypeople.
Beyond Inecessity of simple supply-demand
and oppdrKinity cost understanding, there will
?lever be fieneral agreement as to what econom-

\it.principles'and concepts are needed for
ecotionupliteracy: e use of marginalism in
describing,consumer behavior is used exten-

, siveWin Oscar& yetit is questioned by
Mishan (1913)i Cambridge, England econom-
ists as ofposed to Cambridge, Massachusetts
econornists will question the relevance of clas-
sical principles of income determination; and sp
on)./

These examples are not meant to cagt 4ubts on
economic theory and its relevance to pioblem
solving; quite the contrary. Iris simply in-
tended to remind the reader that while glaring
a common box of tools, economists may ap-
proach the same problem in differentways. The
teachers' task in apririciples course iszco be
well-versed in these alternative vieWs cwen if
they personally reject some of them; In ifie
student-oriented, real problem solvingap-
proach to the principles course the profesSor
needs to be able to assist a student whose'ana-
lytical bent lends itself to a creditable
alternative..'

A professorial ego and hell-bent desire to con-
4r

Tile Cambridge 4e.bate is viiewed'in G. K. Harcourt (1972).

vince students in One semester that the profes-
sor has the truth is not conducive to student
learning in the problem solving situation. F
thermore it is apt to have unfortunate short a d
long run reSults.8 If, for eXample, the studenzj
on the basis of conversations with a bank or
business school accountant, posnilates that a
bank Inakes short run decisions on the basis of
cash-flow analysis, and not profit maximiia-
don, it may be fruitleSs for the professor to
force simple maximization theory on the
student's analysis.iThe best the professor may
hope for is to assist the student in analyzing the
implications of short run cash-flow decisions as
regards profit maximization. While caSh'flow
analysis was not set as a key concept of the
course, it is something that interested the
student. By reacting in a flexible manner to

-students' interests, the profeSsor stands a bet-
ter chance of herping students understand the
implications of profit maximization.

As the above examplesuggests, the real
pro em solving approach does not imply that
the stJent is restricted to "key" economic
princip s identified by the professor. It does
implyIthat the professor is willing to.assist the
student in mastering concepts which will lead
the student to a creditable analysis and possible
problem solution. It also implies that the Oro-
fessor iniially provides the student with a few.
conceptsnd analytical procedures so the

:.--student can get started. Aftei that, hOwever,
students should be encouraged to Select the
relevant economieprinciples which they need
to analyze their problems. The number of con-1
cepts the professor chooseS as central to eco-
norhics may be viewed as playing a secondary "
role in the real problem solving sittation pec-
ondary to the extent that it is the student's
selection Nthich determines what is used in the
problem analysis. .

For the instructor to select course coverage on
the basis of anticipated student problem selec-
tion Would be a mistake; real world problems
are toO numerous. As with economic concepts,

8 In tile Short run students may wonder ilhy they phould study
economics if all the answers are already known. In the long run'
the student is apt to be disillusioned With economics as old
answers cI4 not seem to work in new problems.
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problems which were of interest to students last
year may be dead this year. Rather, the profes-
sor should select content on the basis of its
transferability across diverse problems as well
as its importance in forming a foundation upon
which the student can build. Unlike Fels'
supposed "test" for cohtent coverage in the
principles course, " . . . the test is its (the con-
tent's) usefulness to the layman . . .;" tks

Neriteria Is given as being only suigestive. It is
more in keeping with Boulding's view of
economies,):9`where the understanding ofo
part depends very much on the undeistandine
of another.. . .." content whichlinay.not-be-of'
direct usefulness_to the layman/4a'y still be ap-
propriate for theintroductory course if it is
fundamentario eco-iiic theory. The theory of
consumer choice, because it is "a pillar of eco-
nomic theory,:' would be worthy of considera-
tion under our criteria even though Fels be-
lieves it "is of too little use at an elementary
level." On similar grounds, in the introductoiy
*acroeconomies course, consideration of
national income accotihting is worthy of consid-
eration while one itctor G equa-
tion manipulation may be su* jistify as
transferable across prob soils proViding
the foundation upon whici idçps cakbuild.

IMPLEMENTATION BAR11ERS
If it ivrellsonable to propose that the central
objective of the introductory college courses in
economics should be a student-oriented, real
problem, minim= concept program, then why
hasn't such a course already been adopted by
major universities and colleges? Webelieve the
answer can be.found in four reason's: student
demand, instructor time and competence,
academic reward struCtures, and the axiomatic
development ofzhe econoMics discipline itself.

Student Demand
Enrollments in economics courses are increas-
ing dramatically. In the face of suCh over-
whehning demand it is onlYnatural that
pressures for changes in amines are less
strong. Thedicnim of the mattetplace Suggests
that if demand is strong, we must\be doing
something right.

The case Df a student-oriented, real problem
solving approach to economics is mit, however,

0;

based on enrollment trends but on the funda-
mentals of learning theOry. It is a bonus that
such an approach is also likely to increase en-
rollments. The present increase in enrollments
may be only a counter-cyclical deviation on an
otherwise downward trend. In fact, wepremem-
ber that just before the current period of stag-
flation there was much discussion of the secular
decline in economic enrollments.

-

Instructor Time and Competence
Our real problem solving approach to intro-
uctory economics is clearly not opine mini-

apprdach from the instructor's view-
'pOitit. We are calling on instructors to do more
than meet their classes for three or four hours a
week to present a prepackaged set of lectures.
Helping students to formulate probleMs and
then develOp the necessary skills to analyze
these problems is a time-intensive process. As
a result, many will diimiss our proposal as
being too costly. Instructors are apt to conclude
that the opportunity cost of their time is simply
too high to justify the necessary expenditure of
time.

At large research-oriented universities much of
the -teaching in introductory economics is done
by graduate students:Firston their list of prior-

, ides is passing comprehensive examinations
and completing their theses. An extia hour
spent with students is an hour less spent study-
ing or on one's thesis. The implications for the
graduate student seem clear.9

The real problem solving approach to principles
also Calls for flexibility and a wide-ranging
background on the.part of the professor. Pro-
fessors must be flexible enough to adjust their
preconceptions of what the student should do to
the student's own intereSt. Further, the profes-
sor must have a sufficiently broad background
to be able to relate to what will undoubtedly

,turn out to be a wide range of student intere.sts.
There is a serions question as to whether pro-
fessional training in econoniics and the existing

9 In recognition of the incentive system for graduatettudents,
participation in the University of Minnesota's graduate teacher
training,programlor Ph.D.s in economics is now givtnas a condi-
tion of employment for Teaching Associates in the principles
course, Lewis and Becker (1976).
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reward structure for academic activity is not
destructive of the development of such
wide-ranging individuals.

It is easy to understand how graduate students
may feel especially ill at ease within the format
we are discussing. Graduate training places a
heavy emphasis on rigorous, mathematically-,
oriented training in formal economic theory.
Few graduate students have much training in
more than one or two applied fields. It is in
these applied areas that students are most apt
to. pick theieown problems. Graduate student
instructors may thus feel insecure and out of
their depth if called upon to prpvide guidance in
other applied areas. Similarly, once out of grad-
uate school, publish-or-perish pressures on
newinstructori tend to concentrate instructors
interests and attention within a rather narrow
area of the diicipline.

The Reward Structure
Once out of graduate school it does not take the
nev..instructot Jong to realize that promotions;
and lligher salaries come.primarily from
research activities, notfrom teaching. Thus
income-maximizing professors rationally de-
vote their primary energies toward research
and away from teactunelmplementation of
ourprogram must be associated with a change
in the reward structure that recognizes student
outcomes.

Once again the only practical way we see that a
research-oriented-department "can implement
our program is to recognize the value of eclectic
faculty members. For the purpose of managing
a student-oriented, real problem introductory
course, professors' demonstrated or potential
abiliokto publish in diverse areas of economics
shouldbe rewarded, rathe'r than rewarding the
author of publications in aisingle, speciaiied,
area. While a high diversification with
minimum consentration may not be appro riate
for a faculty member at the graduatelevel, it is
ideal at the principles level. -

10 For the significance of the input to teaching yersus research
and its relationship to the reward'structure, see Becktr (1975).
Empirical estimates of the cortiribution of research and teaching
td salary have been provikd by Siegfried and White119731 and
Katz (1973).

L.

I

Development of the Discriline
Finally, the scientific basis and general eqUilib-
rium nature of economics may also create pres-
sures that work against a real problem solving
approach to economics. Introductory students
will only; of necessity, be capable of partial
analysis. Some may well argue that any partial
analysis is by definition incomplete and thus
likely to be misleading. Rather one should start
from the very beginning to build the foundation
foon eventual general egUilibritmxanalysis. In
orNr to be general and value free; this sort of
development-by necessity becomes abstract t
and builds logical consequences from minimum
assumptions.

We would.argue that this approach, while
perhaps intriguing a few very bright, mathe-
matically-oriented students is apt to destroy the
interests of most beginning students in eco-
nomics. We don't mean to argue that the prin-
ciples course should be organized to maximize
the number of majors. Rather we feel that an
understanding of economics gives one an
important perspective on both individual and
social problems. The principles course may be
the best-place economists have to let noneco-
nOmists find this out for themselves.

We would guess that most students come to an
introductory course in economics with a fuzzy,
if not misguided, notion as to what economics is
about. If the introductory course turns these
people-off, they are probably lost forever. They
are apt to continue to dismiss economists, and
advice founded in economics, as irrelevant.

On the other hand, if these Students can come
to understand the advantage, and limitations of
economics,they are apt to bEmuCb more receP-
tive to the econordic analysis of the professional
economist whether or not they pursue educa-
tion in economics. The real problem solving
approach promotes active student learning of

, the advantages and limitations of economic.
analysis from fast-hand experience. _
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ObjeCtives of the College-Level
Principles of Economics Coirse

Richard H. Leftwich

INTRODUCTION
College-level principles of economics courses
carry a tremendous burden of responsibility. It
is no exaggeradon to say that they play the key
role in determining the level of economic liter-
acy achieved by the general impulation of the
United States.

The economic literacy problem is staggering.
Consider first that minority of the adult popu-,
lation that receives some sort of higher educa-
tion.A very few will major ih economics. A siz-
able proportion, Rerhaps 25 percent of the total,
will take al least The principles course. But most ..
of those attending colleges and universities,
perhaps 75 pdarcent of the total, graduate with-
out having had a course in economics. Add to
this grofip the majority of the adult population
that los never attended a college or University
and Ms size of the economic literacy rielem
becomes apparent. -

Most of those who have not been exposed to a
college or university principles of economics,
courselearn What economics they know from
(1) high school social studie,s classes, (2) the.
news media, and (3) experience. With regard to
all of these sources, those from whom the pub-
lic can learn 'most are the small minority who
have had some marling in economics inInstitn-
tions of higher learning. ,

%The fountainhead of economic literacy, then,
-becomes the collegeand university principles
course. It plays a key role in determining the
number of student, that will becoine majors in
economics. It is an important determinant of
how many nonmajors will take further course
work) economics. h establishes the initial lit-
eracy level of those Who take only the principles
course. Indireetly, it exerts a significant influ-
ence on the economic literacy level of those who
have never had systematic training in
economics.

An important reason why an economic literacy
problem existS is that We have done a very'poor

Regents Professor of Economics, Oklahoma
State University

Aku.

job in colleges ancluniversities with the princi-
ples course. We 'Ave traditionally treated it
with disdain. The most experienced and
competent economists on academic staffs are
assignea the prestige graduate and upper divi-
sion courses. The principles course is relegated
.to assistant professors, instructors, and teach-
ing assistants. When scarce faculty resources
are stretched over large numbers ofindents,
the irinciples course is always the one)that gets
the largest student-teacher ratio. It is not sur-
prising that we reach very limited numbers of
students and that we turn them off by the
thousands. -,

If we are genuinely interested in advancing the
level of economic literacy in the V.S., a reexam-
ination of the objectives ofithe principles course
is in oraer.-Once soMe consensus is'reached on
objectives, much remains to be done to restruc-
turethe course to attain objectives. It is encour-
aging to note that an increasing number of
economists and departments of economics have
been moVing in this drirection over the last few
years. This paper iS an outgrowth of a major
restructuring effort that began at Oklahoma
State University hi -,1171.

-..

OBJECTIVES .

A clear statement of the objectives to be
attained in theprinciples course is essential at,
the outset. After some 20 years' experience
with.a traditional principles coUrse, and five
year-A' experience experimenting with a rede- -

signed and, I hope, substantially improved
principles course, I suggest that an appropriate
set of objectives is (1) to attract college and uni
versity students into a systematic study of eco-
nomics,,(2) to provide a usable level of econom-
ic literacy for those who do not go beyond the
introductory course, aiid (3) to provide a sound
foundation of principles for upperdivision eco-
nomics courses. Suppose we consider each of
these in turn.

TIVAttract Students -

0yerdthe last 15 years it has become increas-
ingly evident how little the administrations of

, federal and state governments, congressper-
sons; legislators, and news media, and the

keneral public know abourthe U.S. economic
system. The immediate consequences of mass
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ecohomic illiteracy are now well ktiown: The
most important ones are unemployment and ifi--

'flatiOn. Secondary coeseque to
evolve from misguided polli tendedto
copp with immediate conseqn I ces includethe

4demise of the market system and the individual
freedom that have characterized the U.S. econ-
omy since 1776.

If a private enterprise system and the concomi-
:rant individual freedom that such a system both
permits and.requires are to survive, it is essen=
tial that those who liVe in arid who vote in that
system be knowledgeable about the nature of
the system. the principles course provides a
unique opportunity for. the mass dissemination
of information on laasic economic cause-effect
relationships, hovkhe system operates, and
what it can and cannot do for uS.

' Our goal should be nothing short of attracting
every college and university student into the
principles course. I am not suggesting that the
course be made compulsory. If it is an elective
course arid we pursue the goal, then oUr eco-
nomics deparfments will be re4uired to put

'forth their best planning efforts and their hest
, 'teaching talent. The course should be so chal-

lenging, interesting, and useful:that students :
believe they cannot afford to pass it by:f'.,

To Provide Literacy .

The 'principles course must prOvide
relatiirely compleie,-anduiable pitture of

the economic system and h fir it operates.,The
model will be simplistic 1i 'must he
can be useful at the sarne tinie. The content of
the course must be subjected to continuous
scrutiny with an eYe to eliminating those topics
andprinciples that contribute little to the stu-
dent's ecoriornicliteracy and *to expanding the
discussion of those topics that contribute Much.

With regard to simplicity, how hi:Mort:ant it
that beginning student4 beintroduced visual
things as IS - LM curves? Most will not urider:'
stand them.,Even those who understand the
concepts will not be able to use them in any
meaningful way. I suggest that it is 'Much more
important for beginning students to learn that
federal deficits and relatively large inCreases
the money supply are expansionary, while suf.-.

pluses nd decreases (or relatively small in-
creases) in the money supply are contractionary
in nature. It is much more important for
beginning students to know that demand
turves slope downward to the right than for
them to learn the meaning of the tangency, ._
conditions between budget lines and indif-
ference curves. ,

With regardipf t1tcompleteness of the picture
of the econuy. there ar,,e_csveral relatively
simple modelgth*ti #441thgether. The hoary

< circular-flow diagram\can do the job, showing
markets for goods and services, markets for
resources, and their interrelationships. The in-
troduction Of leakages and injections can turnit
into asimple macro model.

What we teach in'the principles course must be
useful to students now, next week, atid next
year. They should know that effective price ceil-
ings cause shortages and that effective price
floors generate surpluses. Knowledge of prin-
ciples like these are useful in evaluating the
impact of an increase in minimum wages in the
face of an eight percent unemployment rate.
They also help students evaluate such things as
the impact of rent controls on the supply and
distribution of housing.

What we use, we retain; wl)at we &nig use,
we lose. Attainnient of the '&nnomic literacy
goal requires that the content of the principles
course be oriented more toward concrete and
useful principles andless toward abStract
principles., .

To-Provide Foundation .

Some dour pimciples students will indeed take
uppeedivision work in economics and a few of
these sAll actually become economics majorS.
So it is essential that the prindiples course pro-
Vide them with an adequate foundation for
further work. In many economics departments
we see separate principles courses for majors
and norunajors, implying that the goal of liter-
acy forthose who go no.furtherthan principles
is diffe4 ,nt from the goal of providing a good'
founda on for those who do. I have seen no evi-
denceihat supports incomPatibility of both
goals in the same course. In fact, I have a good
bit of seat-of-the:panth evidence that they are
entireiy compatible.
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ny prMciples teachers conduct the course
irely as.though they are preparing students

for further work in economics. They attenipt to
pti;h studenti as far into more -advanced analy-

,

, sis aS the students are able to go. I am aware of
an extreme case in which students with acai-
culus background were seAtIted into a 'special
section of principles iri whichthey uted such .

advanced materials as Baumol, Economic
T4eory_and Operations Aealytis along.with
Dorfman, Sainuelson, and Solow, linear Pro-
gramming and Economic Ailalysis. A very few
students will rise to such pressure and become
flist-rate economists.' Most will be turned off by
the apparent uselessness of the abstractions
they learn and wilt never take another econom-
ics course. My own,experiehce in teachicig
intermediate prite theory is that students retain
very little of the abstract theory of consumer
behavior, theory of the firl#11heory of produc-
tion, and theory of distributM that they pre-
umably learned in the principles coOrse.

It atipcars to me that a principles course aimed
at providing eConomic literacy for those who do
not go on will also be adequate as backgroutid
'for'tipper division work. The prime prerequgiie
for upper division courses is not the ability to
manipulate abstract principles, rathec it is a
general understanding of basic cause-effect re-
lationships, how the system hangs together,
and a driving interest in things economiZ. As

. students broaden and deepen theit study of
economics, they find the more eioteric and
abstract principles useful, meaningful, and
interesting.

APPROACH
The attainment of the foregoing objectives

. means abandonment of the traditional princi-
ples course, at least as it has been taught for
the last 25 years and is being tau
institutions cocky. The new cours
that takes its place can sake any'o
alternative forms. My disclission'
around the structure that we hav
Oklahoma Stoic University. We
(1) thc coverat** the level of
(3) the generation of.btudent ince

, course. .

ht in most
structure
e of several
ill center

evolved at
ill cbnsider

iculty, and
st by such a

Coverage
Invariably, inkshe traditional course, we have
tried todo too much and hive succeeded in
doing ton little. What beginning student can
possibly,grasp in depth the range of economic
principles covered in Samuelson, Mansfield, c4
McConnell good though these books may
be? Traditional principles texts are economic
encyclopedia's containing far too much econorn-
ics for Most beginning students, yet we instruc-
tors rush from topic tip topic trying to cram it all
in, analyzing a string of abstract techniques
that yie never have time to apply 4) the real and
interesting world about us.

The restructured course should contain a mucli'
more modest list of principles. It should contaid
only those key concepts heceSsary for basic
economic literacy and as foundation material
for advanced courSes. My choice for such a list'
follows:

(1).The nature of the economic problem
(2)roduction possibilities and alternative

:costs
(3) CollectivecOnsumption and individual

consumptiOn
(4) The publittector and the private sector
(5) The nature and functions of markets, de-

mand, supply, and prices
- (6) Competition and monopoly

(7) Resource allocation
(8) Spill-over benefits and spill-over costs
(9) Income distribution

(10) Economie insiatillity
(11) Eleinentarynionetary theory'
(12) Elementary fiscal theory
(13) Elementary nationatincome analysis,. "N
(14) Inflation
(15) UneMployme
(16) Stalilizatio
(17) Grp

. .

policy
development

Even this list ina e toO long.for a Six-hourPrin'-
ciples sequence vo must cull it continuously
with a view to eliminating what iS less useful;
concentrating on that which is incire

Difficulty
Students find the traditional course difficult for
two reasons. First, instructors attempt to push
beginning students, who lack institutional
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, background, too far into abstracrreaanirig. In
far to6many traditional courses, fristruetors
expect students to perform at intermediate
levels. Second, th4 range of principles covered

. isso wide that inadçquate time is given to the
developnient of eac . The combinatioh:of these
two factors 'Makes theprinciplet course a very
frustrating experience for both students and
instrUctors." _

The restructured course with a narrower range
of concepts cap lead to more realisticexpecta-

ons and levels of performance. It ne-eA not be
n a w,atered-clown course. But students need to
le to walk beforetthey can learn to run. If ;e
do good job of teaching the 17 concepts listed
in. t e preceeding. section, Using demand-
sup y and simple macro-models, we can make
our s extend'themselveS intellectually
as wel as provide them with useful tools o:if
analyst..

Interest
. To generate and hold student interest must be
the mosi difficult part of college 'and university
teaching. In my judgment, three ingredients
are necessary: a logical, integrated course' .

structure; repeated amonstration of the use-
fulneSs of learning; and a competent instructor..

Several alternative course structures can
provide what iS needed. We have achieved
some measure of success by dividing our six-
hour principles sequence into two courses, a
three-hour, issues-otiented course plus a three-
hour, theory-oriented course. Each is,a com-
plete, integrated course. The Ant is entitled
"Economics of Social Issues" and systemati- -

cally introckices Principles"Via a set of ten ta 12
important current issues. The seCond, "Intro.
duction to Economic A!nalysis," uses a theork
framework as 'ts integrating feature. '

1"

In the issues- ented course, the issues are se-
quenced to provide a logical development Of
elementary principles. With each issue we first

.clevelop the publies concept of the issue:Next
we 'introduce and develop the elementary prin-
ciples valuable in the analysis of the issue.
Then we apply the principles tothe issue in in
attempt to determine the Tconomic dimensions
of.the Problem and to investigate possible
solutions.

In thegtheory-oriented course we are somewhat,
moi*Conventional. We Work through an line;
grated-but-limited set of eloinentary principles
app4y4ng them over and over to current eco-
nornic problems.

But the' ke; elerneht itt achieving and holding
student interest is the course instructor. We'
,make use of our best talent in the principles
course, using for the most part experienced
members.of our professorial staff. We mike
limited use of teaching assistants in the theory.,
oriented course.

One can never be certain hciw successfilleffortS
of this kindare. Objective data are hard to
obtain and quality control over time is difficult.

- to achieve. Nevertheless, questionnai&s regu-
larly completed hy students, feedback from col-
lege advisors, an increasing number of econoni-.
ics majors, and increasing enrollinenis of
students in economics classes, indicate that at
last a modicum of suecess is ours.

Z

SUMMArl
,The college and university principles deco)
nomics coUrse carries a great responsibility for
the economic literacy level that exists in, the
United States and the course objectives should
be set with this responsibility in mind.

The irnportant objectives to be attained are (1)
to attract large numbers of persons into a sys- 4
tematic study of bisic economics, (2) to provide
a usable level of economic literacy for those
who take the' course and (3) to provide a sound .

fotindation fot those who want to do further
work in economics-. These are-not incompatible
dbjectives. Their attainment does require that
wereassess what we have been doing in the
principles course. SpecifiCally, we should" (1)
reduce substantially the range Of.concepts
coVered, (2) make sure the level'of difficulty i's
appropriate for beginning students, and (3) de-
sign a course format that-insures a logical, inte-
graied , highly useful study foestudents.'

9



Cutrkulutn,Welfare, an4 the Intri;cluotOry
Collegiate Course in Economics 1

D: Bruce Jofinstone and Darretk. Lewist

The introductory collegiate couir in economics
. has been the ObjectOf perpetual abuse, fre-
quent constructive examination and criticism,
an'd a small but growing body of empirical
research. Yet,'Students at most institutions
continue to be "turned off" by the introductory
course, apd the aclint Population continues to
exhibit an appillingvconothic illiteracy. Most
important, thejeng-standing cry for a resolu-
tion of the gials and a liiiiitation Of content
coVerage remaingunheeded in the overwhelin:
ing majority of colleges arid universities.

One r ason for the apparent failUre of the intro-
ductok course to respond to triticism is the
laac of ny systematic examination. Past and
current literature has been preoccupied with
disclanrhng the vilrainoui coverage, with shut':
fling around chapters and topics, with alter-
native approaches such as "problems7 or,
"case study," and with alternative techniques
and media such as programming, simulation,
instructional teleVision, and computer7dsiisted
instruction. Only occasionaily has serious atten-
tion been given, to the matter of goals and goal
prioritieS, and only rarely has the content of the
courseas opposed to techniques and ap-

of teachingbeen critically, ropm-
Med. .

The major aim Of thispaper iSto present
tematic examination of the introduvry,4,/,.
economics tourse: relating goals, cohtent; and

. techniques to one another as well as to theha-:

:
.ture of thet.learning

Process
ipline and to otir understanding

r of the teac
.-

- The second objective ism illustrate the poten-
tial for the use of "economic peripective" in
the critical analySis of a course or curriculum.
Althbugh we iinpiore and ekpect otir students
to develoka good method in thinking about ece-
Jamie problenis, we generally have been remiss;
in applying good methods toward the consicret-

. .

ecutive issistantost;'the President at the
niversjtY of Pehnsylvania and lecturer in edh-

cation, econOmits and fmance andt Professor .

of econemic education at the University of -

anon of teaching as a productive process and'
totvard knowledge as a comModity. Education
absOrb pro,duttive resour&stime, exPertise,
'energy, materials, and facilities. Alternative
ends are served by yariops approaches and em-
phases, each end haVini some, albeit elusive,
opportunity cost. To educate js,to choose
among alternative goals, content, techniques,
and materials. If we accept rational choice as
the raison d'etre of economics, *e are obliged
to applypthat method and perspettive to our
classroom behavior. In this.sense, our examin-
ation Ofthe introductory course is not only
about economics; it is economics.

,

The first part of this paper is an attempt to
provide a "systems' ' overview of the curricu-
lum and its three major diniensions: goals, con-
tent, and techniques and resources. The theme
of this seCtion is not only a plea for a systematic
consideration a these interrelated dimensions,
but for a shift in the allocation a innovative and
evaluative efforts away from techniques arid to-

:ward the morefundamental questions of goals
and content:

The final sectibif is ap application of the above
, paradigm to oi introductory collegiate course

in economics. An attempt is made to define an
economic perspectivethe capacity to think
economicallyand to conSider some implica-
tions for course content which would follow a

_ serious commitment to this economic perspec-,
tive as the overriding goal of the introductory
course or sequence.'

WHYS WHAT, AND HOW OF A

,
(NRRICULOM

.-Curricidar Goals
Consider, first, the goals of a course or curticu-
lum. Probably no question is as frustrating to a,
college instv'eslotas: What am I really trying to -
teach? Or, funetionally: What are my students
able to do'differently upon suecessful comple-
tion Of my course? The typical response-to such
aquestion will pay homage to a list of goals;
ineluding.an understanding of the essential...
toncepts,a feel for the discipline and its mode
of inquiry, and an ability and a predisposition to .

..relate this learning to otikr disciplines and to
Minnesota. . "relevant issues."



Taken individually, such goals are unassail-
able. As a goals.setAbowever, whkh purported-
ly establishes the objeetive of a course or curri-
culum, such a response is grossly inailequate..
The economist-4tourished On scaroity, alloca-
tion, optimizing, and tradeaoffsshould be the
first to recognize thit an educational endeaiPor
cannot simultaneously maxiadze every eleme t
of a goal sen,Among all goals which are not
redundant there it competition for instruction
time and resources. Among many goals there
are, as well, Subde conf4c4essential incom-
patibilities Where the maximization of one goal
would deny the maximization of another even
a worldkof unlimited educational resources.

Regardless of published-course descriptions 6r
statements of goals, instructors reveal an ac-
tual, or operational, set of goal priorities by
what and how they teach, the feedback they
seek and to which they resPond, and the criteria
by which they evaluate their own teaching.' We

'ties Will be resolved with some semblance of .

only hope that these operational goal prior-

ationalityby which is implied a knowledge of
the trade-offs.(the educational production pos-
sibilities), a rationally ordered set of outcome
preferences, and an impulse to'" 'minimax" the
total endeavor given,a set of benefit-cost
criteria.

In fact, however, instructors will prbbably teach
in whatever way: (a) is most congrueit *ith
their ext.erience .and trainingthe conterit and
technique which they w,ere taught.in college: '
and graduate school; (b)Ininimizes the cost of
time, insecurity, and uncertainty; and (c) is
most susceptible to familiar techniques of eva-,
luation. It follows, then, that the.operational
priority of most course objectives will tend to
stress the familiar and the assessable and will
almost inevitably be dominated by the recall of
traditional content.

Curricular Content
The coment of a course or currieulurn is that
Which is to be learned in furtherance of a set of
objectives. "Content" is a large and ratherun-
wieldly notion, somewhai tautological in defmi;
,tion and at times too familiar to be examined
and analyzed beyond trivial generalities.
However; content is an important notion, large-

ly because it is so seldom truly examined and
because it is so often confused with the strate-.
gies or teckniques of teaching and learning.

One way of considering`dinient is through the
iaxenomical levels prepared by Benjamin
Bloom and his associates (1956) ...They catego-
'zed knowledge (as distinct from intellectual

. abilities and skill) into: (a) specifics or recall,
(b) ways and means of dealing with specifics,
and (c) universals and abstractions. This taxon-
omy,.with its many subcategories ,.is presented

- as a hierarchy, and many educators attach a
value or "worth" connotation to the levels of
the hierarchy. Thus generalizations or theolies
from the univelsals and abstractionS level are
often considered distinct from, 'and sdperior to,
the delinitions,facts, events, or descripti4ps
from the specifics level.

There may be some validity to the greater
worth of higher-level knowledge, but in gener-
al, such jUdgmentpf-wort,b6r importance is not
a fruitful approach to the analysis and evalua-
tion of content. Fly example, higher-level
knowledge iq often assumed to be more intrin-
sically motivating, yet studentstheir protests
to the contraryoften prefer to be held ac-
countable for facts. Principles and generaliza
tions are probably mere easily learned and
readily retained thanAre facts 'and description,
although it is extremely difficult to ascertain
how Much of that knowledge and experience
which We suinmarize and symbolize by a gener-
alization is ever really known by a student. We

a can say quite safely that universals and abstrac-
/ tions are more transferable. Yet, the allegedly

greatet "power': pf higirrlevel knowledge_
' the capacity to generate new knowledge

'cliOinsure and sustain further intellectual
grow47-,),votilyAsly true. To the extent that
new kilt:0014e is albed inductively, dne
might kgue that lower-level cont'ent isknowl..

',edge of greater wortk.

, AMOrefrditfid discussion of kinds or levels of
Content might consider the ways in which con-
tent at various ledsis, fits into learnini se- .2

quences and thegoints at which these se-
quences touchupli learning goals. For exam-
ple, defmitions,%venO, facts, statistics, or con-
ventions may be deedhd essential as part of the



foundation of a sequence which is to culininate
in a generalization or A principle. The student,
wounight say, ought to know the lower-level
content because we have set the higher-level
knowledge as an explicit learning got!. On the
other hand, generalizations and abstractions
may be quitemeiningless unless they culmi-
nate in the understanding of ipecific &Vents of._
phenomenathe sequence thus progressing
deductively from higher to lower levels and
touching upon the learning goals at the mosr -

specific level. Probably a spiraled sequence is a
more valid description of most curricula de-
ductive learning generating some of the raw
material for further inductive leaping andse
on.

e.

SertionAt is'pOssible; Of &Airs td teach the
principlesof.Aristotelian logic, the reference
tools of theeconomic-historian, some inathe-
matical prihcipleS of econcimetria, or the .

elements of hypothesis forniulation and testing.
Stich skills, hoWever, are. rarely "taught to"
directly..More often;the teacher sanply dem-
onstrates or uses these methodological skills in
claSsraem leetureS andaPects the studenti to
know the prinCiples already, to pick them up 22.
theiroWn (so as not to waste Oats time), or to'
assimilate them by Sitting quietly and watching
professors practice.their art. .

vo'hatever the shape ofa learning sequence or
wherever we choose to start, we should be able
to consider the "essentiality" of any constitu,
ent element of that sequence. That is, an ele-
ment, or piece of knowledge, may be more or

o less essential to a given sequence. The knowl-
edge may also he more or less essential as a
learning goal itself, regardless of its pOsition oi
role in the sequenti41 learning,of further knowl-

-

edge.

.This latter function does- not presCtibe any
specific piece of knowledge, This is net N say,

that content selection for such purposes Is
wholly arbitrary. Yet, 'neither is there mUch evi-
.denCe of a rational selection of such content in
most curricOlarational implying, as described ,

above, an awareness of alternatives, trade-offs,
externalities, etc. True; yery Tittle content
found in Collegesand dhiversities today is
meaningless or .%alueless. A great deal of con-
tent, however, is more arbitrary than we often
care to admit even when we have taken the
tpuble to rationalizcand verbalize our learning
goals. The ever-more-common cry of "irrele-

;, vance," we would suggest, is largely a reaction
-against teaching content as though it were es-

Even if the intellectual habits or modes of in-
quiry were to be taught directly, they would, of
course, stillconstitute contentnow in the
upper ranges of our taxonomy and identified as
intellectual abilities and skills. Methodology
would still, as well, depend upon lower-level
content for illustration and practice. Finally, it
is quesionable how much method can be-
learned apart from the concepts and generali-
zations which fomi the structures of the disci-
plines. Tribe glee, u way of thinking, a respect
for objectivity, or a love of learning are all valid
and desirable goals of higher education. They
may still be the most important; or they may
be, in the end-, all that really can.he learned.
But they do not absolve us fronithe responsi-
bility for a rational selection of course or curri:
cular content.

Curricular Strategy,.Techniques, and Resources
Most curricular reVision and experimentatiOn
does 'not make substantial changes in course
goals or content. Attention, rather, istypically
focused upon the third dimension of the curric- .

ulum which includes strategies, techniques, 4 "
and resources. Course instructors have at theif
disposal alternative teaching strategies such as
a problems, case study, historkal, institutional,
or survey of prineiplesvproadi (most of which

sential when, in face, its sel ti 1. imply distinctions in content). They have an
than a perpetuation of acade
structors' "tastes.'

A word should be said hbout those edulators
who claim to teachviiot for content it all but for
methods, httiorits of thought, or modes of inqui-
ry. Very ofteiktheir teaching will belie this as-

°.`

c tiadition or in- arsenal of specific techniques such as lecture,
tight or open-ended inquiry,.programmed
learning, role playing, gaming and simulatiOn,
.or independent study. Finally, the teacher has a
great variety of materials and mediaupon

rAylii+to draw, including texts, readings, pa-
pairbackg, films, tapes, television, artifacts, and

-
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hard and software for programming or for com-
puter-assisted instruction.

In them*, Of Course, strategies, techniques,
and reiourcea,should be'chosen for their con-
gruence with :the established goals and contenfi.
the predispogition of the instructor, ancbthe
abilities aqd interests of the students. In prac-
tice, howeNier, programmed learning,
computer-asSisted instruction oithe instituting
of a problems approach often become the
proverbial dog-wagging tail. .

Recent survey's of research on college teaching
Methods, techniques, and resources by Joseph
Axelrod (1965), Ivar Davies (1973), Robert
Travera (1973), Paul Dressel (1969), and Robert
Dubin (1969) have all stated quite emphatically
that " . . . changes in form aloneold content

,poured into new Moldshas been a trap for
°many colleges during the first half of the new

era." They unanimously and rather pessimis-
tically concluded that ahnost all of the studies
focused upon our third dimension of the curric-
ulum (strategies, techniques and resources),
describing most of these as merely ' 'tinker-
ing,"2 arid with almost universal reSearch
results showing "no (statistical) differences (in
student performances) that'amount to
anything ."3

All of this is not to deny the validity and the
worth of experimenting:With class size, pro-
gramming, and the like: We need, in fact, a
great deal more of this: Nor must all curricutar
revision proceed in perfect sequence from "gbals
fo content tcrstrattgies , techniques, and re-
sources; surely the discoyery of a highly moti-
vating strategy or technique ought.to have .
kithe effect on our conception of whatought to
be taught: bur thesis is simply that there has
been a serious irdAlance in the attentior?given
these three dimensions of a course or curricu-
Juin, and that an optimal strategy of curricular
reform must afford a far greater attention to
goalsto their trade-offs and operational pri-

.` oritieSand to the selectiOn of appropriate
and how they are to demonstrate this under-
standing, or what they Mustflo to indicate that
they have "learned" empathy or critical think=

cOurse"cOntent. Let us turn, now, to an exami-
nation of theintroductorY collegiate caiirso-in
economics from the perspective of this thesis.

. ,

. Goalsof Introductory Economics
What are the gOalS of the introductory colle-
giate-course in economics? Survey data from
the American' EConomic AssociatioWi Taylor
Report suggested that "training ioAeoretical
analysis" was the p ary objective in '1950.
Th

4
e study Concluded ethe introductory ,

course typically suffer 4 from a great ambitra-
lence as to its proper objective and that the so-
lution was, typically, to expand the content

beyond all possibility of adeepiatecom-
prehension and assimilation bya student in one
year of three class hours a week,"

Barnard Ffaley's analysis (1967, p. 47), some 17
years later, echoes similar conclusions:

..

The broad cdverage characteristic of the ele-
. mentary course in most institutions also re- .

sults from the attempt to kill two birds witi '-

one stone. The course has typically been de:
signed to serve simultaneously theobjectives
of preparing prospeCtive economics majors
for adVanced work and of providing Other *stu-
denti (whotoften do nOt take further work in
the subject) with,that understanding of eco-
nomics that all ,st-udents skttould have " . . . 'as
an easential part of a liberal education and a
preparation for responsible citizenship."

G. L. Bach (1967); Laurence Learner (1065),
Ben Lewis (t) nd, more recently, Rendigs
Fels (1974) a O lament the same concerns.
There are a umber of possible reasons for the
persistence of this ambivalence in the deter-
minatiorsof proper objectives. In the first place,
goals are rarely stated in terms of desired and
assessable student performanceor behavior.
GOals, rather,, are exPressed in terms of vague
qualities such as "understanding," "getting a
feel for," or "thinking critically". withno
stipulation of what students are to understand

..?
Josepli Axelrod (1956, p. 47).`

2 Paul L. Dressel and Frances DeLisle (1969, p.5)."

3-Alnbert Dubbin inertionas C. p. 8). 4 korace Tay1ort(ed.)(1950, p. 56).
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ing. Since instructors have little idea of how
well they are imparting a general economic A

Perspective or furthering the skills or habits of
scientific inquiry, ihey ceaie to operationally
utilize such goals. Discussion of these elusive
objectives without a cpncomitant concern fora
more supportive feedback sy.rtem becomes a
waste of time. The credibility gap whichfollows
the ill-fated efforts at:goal reformation has lent
a general cynicism and negativism toward-any
attention to.edueationai goals.

Furthermore, when objectives are in doubt,
when the instructor turnover is high, and when
much instniction is carried outas in large '
universitiesby graduateassistants, the result
is gradual and perhaps Unconstious displace-
me t of goal Priorities, with the first step on the
ro te teward an economics major (or Ph.D.)
nevitablyemerging as,the dominant

operatioti:ii objectiim. It has been common to
assert an avoWedly liberal arts:orientation; per-

' haps, however, such an asSertion'only takes
effect with a colicomitant 'and explicit disavowal
of preparing majors for the courses in interme-
.

diate theory., ,

The liberal An of Eninomics
Most comMentary iq the literature, as well as

. limited empirical eiridence, has favored an
troductory economics with a liberal arts orien-
tation. The'riotion cif liberal arts enjoys exten-
sive ase and general homage among academi-
cians. It is, hdwever, an elusive concept to
define, particularly when used in conjunction % .
with other equally ambiguoys concepts such as
general education. .

One way to specify the nature of economics fOr
liberal arts is to contrast this orientatidn t? al-
ternative "prerequisite" ind ' 'instrumental"
oitientations. The prerequisite orientatinn .
serves the MajOr or graduate Work Seq4ince:
Thisis net to say that =jig' *ork in eci*Mics
is an illiberal forM of educatio9. But co*
work whiCh only "pays off" upon comp :

advanced workor, perhaps, on becomin**.
profesSional econconis surely cannot advance
the liberal ederlarion those who do not go on. _

to this fun* w . An instrumental orienta-,
tiOn, on the other hand, is directed toward
mediately functional :life needs" and need not

1

%

to*

have transference to any generalized intehlec-
tual Capacity. An economics course with an in-
Strumentatorientation might emphasize per-
sonal finance or zonsurner economics.,

A liberal arts orientation views the terminal- ,

germinal nature of the course. This does not, of -
course, mean complete. Nor does it Mean that
there will be nothing to build upon for further
learning. Rather, the terminality of the intro-
ductory course means that we optinliie as
though the student were to have no more for-
mal economics. We minimize or eliminate that
which pays off only to the major; we.maximize
information which will generate fin-ther interest
and self learning in the &main of economics.

This view of the courSe is Concerned less with a
body of knowledge,.per se, than with The mode
of conceptualization , principles of explanation,
'and the naturtiof verification with respect to k

the economic thenothena of Choice, exchange
and allocation. As Diniel Bell stated ?n
Reforming of General Educdtion (1966, p: 165):
"The world 4 &ayis double-storied: the
factual order, and the logical order imposed :
upon it.,The empha:sis in the college must be
less, on-what one kno*sand mql-e op the self-
conscioni grOund of knowledge; how one knows

one knows, and the principle of the rele-
Nant selectionof ficts."

. .

The economics perspective is a synthesis of
method, knowledge, and intellecal miCid-eet
or predisposition. It iS an organic attribute,
comprised not simply of conceptual parts in
summation; but of a gestalt, which affords a
conceptual power above and beyond these
parts. To Kenneth Boulding (1958, p. 8), the.
intellecrial skills of the ecônornist " . . . are
products of the whole organism so that.it is not
enough to think with our heads and tongues,

ipyst also think with our boWels!" %

It folio*s, then, that econdinics is a distinctive
science not for what it cleats with, but fOr the
way in which it approaches; organizes, and ana:
lyzes data or raw Materialspne could takeso- ,
:eiological (Blau, 1964) oi even.biologiCal (Daly,
1968) processes and pose valid'ecOnomic inqui-
ries. In the words of Lionel Robbins (1932, pp.

:16-17): .
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The conception we have adopted may be des-
cribed as,analytical. It does not attempi to
pick out ert#1n kinds of behavior, but focus-
es on iliarti ular aspect of behavior, the
formiimposed by the influence of scarcity. It
folloivs from this, therefore, that insofar as,i-t
presents this aspect, any kind of huMan be-
havior falls wiihitt 'the scope -of economic
generalitatior There are no limitahons*,
oa the subjett ina`tteiof Economic Sciepce
save this.

There are at least,foUr repsons for advOating
this perspective as the fdtindation for the intro.-,
ductary Course in economics. In the first plaCe,

sa centrality of method or inquiry is more intel
lect1ually honest than a centrality of dedcription,
fac4 and economic law.. Knowledgefin no
longçr be treated as a self-evident ort,self-, ,
exis ng given revealeato the intelligent or'
dili ent seeker of truth, KnOwledgels tetliatiVe
an4 contingent. Scientific conceptior;.
(1966, p. 159) writes, " . . do i4ot?aiise oat of
some fixed a priori, for the'selection of facts
depends in each case upon condeptual princi-
plesjf the inquiry, and these are not fixed but

t to change."

Second; h mode of inquiry or perspective is a
more functional kind of knowledge: The *opera-
tional longevity of the models and mien of the
technitlues of the economist (and all Other aca-
demicians) has been drastically shortened. This
is the result not simply of the contingency of
knowledge, as stated above', but -f A'e great
changeslii social events; institut. ,,. and prob-
lems which demand the attention of the econ.
omist. As the knowledge and techniques
learned by the economist 30 years ago are, in
themselves, grossly inadequate to the tasks of
today, so might the knowledge and techniques,.
of today be inadequate for,the problems of
tomorrow. The v,ery roles.,,in fact, which we:
identify today as 'econothist" or l'accountint"
or" 'systems technologiSts! may not fit the soleS
of tomor.-'To cite again from Bell (p. 157)::
'Only a farad grasp of itiethod, and of the

nature Of conceptualinnovation and renovation
can prepare a person forwOrk in the decade

ahead." By the most practical and-even voca-
'tional of criteria, a liberal arts orientation to-

.

ward process and inquiry may be tlie:most func-
tional for the introductory Lourse:

The third rationale is *qfficiency. The present
principles course which attempts to serve both
the liberal atid the prerequisite function may be
serving neither very well and may:operationally
favor the orientation with the lowest pay-off
(the prerequisite to the major). Achard
Rugggs (1962) cla,ims that of the 50-75 percent
of Yaletindergraduates who take the eletnen-

,jary economics course, only 10-15,percent, at
niost,trecqme economics inajownd only 3-4

5.percen thes.s do griduate
.

wrjtrrecqpom-
ics Egtot these percentages were m
muChigrger; there remains, according to
Ruggles, " . . . Very little of a cumulative
nature in the undergraduate curriculum in
nomicS." The graduate schools find Mahe-

,

maks, languages, anci related disciPlOiesnotk
. undergraditatepreparation in /ion sof

great4st significance for early succt in grad-,.
uate work in economics.

Finally, it is possible On= a libefal arts orienta-
tionis the most effective introductory experi-
enceeven when measured by the quite tradi-
tional criteria of the Teit ofEconomic Under-
stan(Iing and the neWer Test of Understanding
in C011ege EconoMics.5 G. L. Bach* and Phillip
Saunders (1966) report that teachers from 20
"high prestige" institutions (includingeight
universities, two institutes of tecknciogy, and
eight liberal arts colleges) showedsignificantly
lower retention of economics principles than

'those coming from 50 other liberal arts colleges
tand after only one or two courses. Similar results
On the college course are also reported in other

. studies by Bach and Saunders (1970, 1971) and
by Joseph Klos and B. W. Trenton (1969).

Content oilntrodactory Economics ,

Weliave said nOthing essentially new, Of
s course, in opti41of 'a liberal arts orientation to

the introductory course or sequence in eCOnora,
4 '

5 The Test ofEcononsie Untleritanding is published by Science
Research Associates, Chicago, and was developed fc i. bigh school

: use although it has had extensive Use at a college level. A
similar Test of Understanding in Colti1iEFO7tornics is published
it! the Psychological Corporation, New York.

'See page 15, this voluMe.
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ics. If taken seriously, however, thi; position
demands a muctloser and more critical scru-
tiny of the conte of this course. We have, at
least by implication, asserted that the content
of the traditional introductory course (acknowl-
edginithat this is largely a "straw man") is
not optimal But what content does one teach
toward a liberal arts objectivetoward the goal
of iinparting an economic perspective?

A number of economists and educators advo-
cate the "Stigler Hypothesis" or the "five-
year test" as a criterion for Selecting content.
G. L. Bach (191; p. 9) correctly poses the
question:

What will the non-major student retain and
be able to use on his own in thinking about
economic istues five years after he leaves the
course. All evidence onleaming tells us that
for most students this will, at bestybe only a
very small set of analytical concepts and, if
we are successful, an orderly vaynf thinking
carefully and objectively abont economic-.
problems.

What is this "small set" of concepts? Are
there, perhaps, a number of equally valid
"small sets" and, if so, is there some principle
by which to match set and student? Are we
able, perhaps,* identify this set orgy in retro:
spect as that which is Artained after altelse is
lost rDo we teach directly to this set, or do we
teach some much large and more traditional
setin the tlepry that only through such over-
teaching can any learning survive the attrition
of fiNie years?

Our answers ase cautious if:nd incomplete; how-
ever, we are convinced that content does matter
and that some otthe following guidelines, pre-
dicated on our earlier discission, can contribute
to a more pedagogically rational and econom-
ically efficient course in introductory
economics.

re

-ThE INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN
MC$1100ICS

1.44;

Suacegi, Tociuliques, and Resources of the
,Iiiiroductoty Course

The Preoceupatieji witkeihniques and strate
4

. ! % , . . ::'.
.

. v .... , . . .

,

gies is most evidentin the recent research and -

Iiterature on the teaching of undergraduate
economics. Bernard Haley's American
Economic Association report (1967) on expeli-
mental activities in elementary economics and
Darrell Lewis' Joint Council on Econoinic'Edu-
catio'n monograph (1971) on research activities
in economic education', both revealconsider-
able experimentation in presentation techni-
ques (lecture, television, discussion, closa
size), programmed initruction, computer=
assisted instruction, games, and simulation.
Although both Haley and Lewis and similar,
but less comprehensive surveys by Rendigs
Fels (1963, 1969), Keith Lumsden (1970),
Henry Villard (1969), and Arthur Welch (1972),
and various other review articles in the Journal ,

ofEconomic Education, all comment on the poor
quality of research in the design and analysis of
most experiments, their reports are an encour-
aging sign of growing concern and involvement
with techniques and resources for the teaching
of introductory etonomks.

e
Such resea irch s valuablelhd musi be contin-
ued. We Stand to benefit greatly, from knowl-
edgeof how. to more effectively and efficiently
plan the teaching and learning of economics.
But it only makes sense to program something
when we are quite-convinced of the worth of
that which goes into the program. Herrnstadt
(1965, p. 572) found in research on the teaching

'of collegiate economics." . . . an implication
that we have the cart before the horse. We
seem to adopt new instructional techniques
without first asking 'what we train to teach to
wham.:

Perhaps the Most valuable research from the
perspective of this paper is the work recently
4eveloped by Alicia Kelley (1972) at the tiniyer-
sity of Wisconsin i.nd at Duke University.
Kelley has deveaped an informatiOn-retrieval
system which applies computers to the teaching
of large sectiOns Of students. This approach not
only strives toward ihe efficienqi question of
being economical, but gives promise of contri-
buting directly to the effectiveness of the edu-
Cational process itself. The Teaching Informa-
tion Processing System (TIPSPhot only allows

36
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for "increased flexibility in meeting needs of
individual students" and the concomitant feed-
back mechanisms sonecesary for a dynamic
teaching-learhing process, bin it also bas the
potential for both incorporating and research-
ing the course systems approach appealed for
in this paper. It is hopeld that further research
with such teaChirlg systems as TIPS will also
systematically examine alternative goals and
content for the introductory econcpucs course.

Search for Structure
As a first step, we must attempt to identify
those concepts and relatiOnships which form
the structnre of economics: Structure is not, it-
self, knowledge, but is an attribute of knowl-
edge. It is not an ontological proPerty common
to all knowledge arid revealed, slowly and grud-
gingly, to the perceptive learner. Rather, struc-
ture is a construct applicable in varying.degrees
to certain fields of knowledge. Structure has
beerrimparted to knowledge to the degree that

, the power of this knowledgeto generate new
consts, to order data, to'dccount for phe-
nomenir, and to predict dentsincreases far
more than proportionally as the elementary... ,

concepts becokze known and related to one
another. Structure implies a gestalt where the -

removal or rearrangement of fundamental parts_
has serious consequences for the system. The
more serious, the more structured the khowl-
edge; the less serious, the less structtired=
until we are considering virtually unstructured
knowledge where the total system is nothing
mbre than a sum of discrete concepts, each of
which could stand alone.

S.

No two economists'will,completely agree on the
content and configuration of this structure for
economics. From thie few economists who have
contributed to thellierature on this question we
could probably find consensus on including
within this '`indispensible core": 'production
and consumiition, trade-offs and exchanges,
tectmical and allocadve efficiency, equilibrium
prke and itvrequisite assumptions, and the
circular flow of income andmoney payments.
Without at least an iipplkit understanding
intuitive and habitual of these ideas and ,

their interrelationships, there can be-no eco-
walk perspective.

Contrary to popular belief, these ideas are not
taught in nearly every introductory course:
Presented, yes, amidsta great quantiry Of
Marshallian luggage; geometdc gymnastics,
and watered-doue models, but they are not
taught. To teach is to effect a change in the
cognitive behavior of one's students--:-- not just
the few bright ones, but most, ifnot all, of
one's students. Until we know what students
should be able to do to illustrate their grasp of
allocative efficiency, until we test for this be-
hatipr while time remains to correctany deft-
cienc:es which this test may reveal, and udil
we are prepared to throw away the remainder

'of our syllabus until this concept has been truly
learned, we are only presenting and not yet
teaching.

We must recognize those concepts, topics, and
skills which may be interesting and even useful
but whici do not fall within this core structure.
F.conomists have been even less willing to 4X-
Iclude than to include, but we feel that such con-
tent elements and skill refinements as the
balanced budget multiplier, the kinked demand
curve, and arc elasticity are probably not, in
ihemselves, essentiatio any core structure of
economics. A great many concepts, ofcoupe,
may be more or less essential to this core struc-
ture depending upon one's conception of die
nature'of the discipline as well as the ingre-
dients of the particular learningsequences
used in furthefance ofan essential concept or
relationship.

Our message is twofold. First, we must treat
alternative means to these core donteptaind
relationships as truly alternative and experi-
ment with other, less traditional devices. Sec-
ond, we must seriously consider the oppordi-
nity cost of those non-essential concepts and
relationships witkrespect to the.true learning

'of the structure of economics.

The institutionalist might deny the exisience of
such a structure as we have defmed it. Others,
while not denying the "structuredness" of the
discipline, might deny the wisdom of teaching
for perspective and disciplinary generaliza-
tions. While we would disagree with the episte-
4Mlogy awl eanCatiodal objectives behind suell.
curkiculk; our thesis should still apply. Content
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does matter, and the selection of content can
only be justified by aadressing oneself, on one
hand to lie nature of the discipline, and on the
other, to the educationatmission of the intro-
ductory course.

Beyond the Structure
The logical corollary to the need for identifica-,
tion of a fundamental structure of economics is
the need to better rationalize our choice of
content, which is illustrative of the economic
perspective or which has some worth Or relei
Vance in itself. A chapter on foreign trade, for
example, adds little to the economic perspec-
tive except as an illustration and application of
relative factorial endowments and specializa-
tion as applied to geographic entities with dif-
fering monetary units. International trade may
be the best context either for developing or for
reinforcing such concepts. Or, the specific
social, political, and economic events. associ-
ated with world monetary crisis may be of such
importance that they ought to, be dealt with,,
and the introductory economics course is sUrely
a reasonable context for such a topic. Yet, we
still have arfuncomfortable feeling that this7
chapter is taught by a great many instruCtotia
for no other reason than its traditional inclusion
in all principles textsa tradition which has
nurtured the misconception that foreign trade:
and balance of paymenta are indispensible
parts ofthe very structure of economics.

The same thing, of course, couldbe said for
. other "economic problem" chapters and for the

various institutional approaches underdevel-
oped countries, the farm problem, collective,
bargaining, and economic history. Many of
these are-of the utmost importancebut not

' necessarily important to the ability tothink with
the economist's perspectiYe,

e

It is not that these topics shdtad not be taught.
But they ought to be selected and justified in
comparison wit], alternative content areas
which have not enjoyed traditional niche in
the principles texts. Such topics could include
the eccmomics of poverty and income di'stribu-

t tion, economic decision theory, the economics
of education, urban econothics, and the eco-
nomics of discrimination. Particular attention
must be given t6 welfdre eamomicstradition-

.

ally igriored hy theViscipline. Surely the Con-
cepts Of -social opifinizing are ix; more. difficult
nor anyIess feleyant than the multiple expan
sion of bank deposits upon which stich an inor-
dinate amount of time is spent. Surely we can- ,
notjustify such a negleCt by the spurious obser-
vation that welfare Concepts are treated "id
-cfeptr at the intermediate and advanced lev-
els. tqually neglected content areas include the
traditionally slighted behavioral assumptions
(and the values inplied therein) underlying our,
or any other, economic system.

Moreovet, analytical skills, while Undoubtedly
emphasized Mall of our introductory courses,
are rarely explicitly taught. We pay brief
homage to skills in chapter one of the text and,
perhaps, in one of our introductory lectures.
Beyond this point, however, students are
supposed to know, or to absorb by classroom
osmosis, such concepts as indepededt and
dependent variables, virrelatioti lad causation,'
and postulates and assumptioni. Th iernis
themselves, of courseare not I ttant.,Buir5

the ability to say how *Yen pr aition could
be verified or to analyze a controversyand dis-
tinguish among its Omponents of yalue, defini-
tion, or perception fs essential to oq"._ goal of
"thinking econonnically:." . 7

Our experience is that students simply do not
acquire these abilities,aatrour conjecture ig ,

that they fail to'dO so because we fail to teach
these intellecnial skills and habita directly. We
din not suggest that skills can be tiught in a con-.
textual vacuum; obviously, students learn
abOut variables through their workwith, say, the
deierminants ofdemafici.,ffut we must be a bit
less concerned with whit sfudents can dd with a
demand schedule and bit more concerned with
wharthey learn of variables,causation, andi
ceteris paribus.

We are not advocating mOre content for an
already overfull introductory course. Rather,
we are urging a mote consciGntious application
of our own knowledge and economic perspec7
tive toward the problems Of the introductory,
course in economics. We are faced, essentially,,
with the welfare problem of how to optimize
learning within the constraints of our inputs
ayiilable time, needs laid abilitiei of students,

38
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and our own abilities and inclination. To resolve
this problem, we must knoW our goalsin pki:
oritiesand their trade-offs. We must know -1
whether we Can sub-optimixe add rely on
further learninwor whetheLwe must assume
our course of sequence to be terminal. We must
Jecognize the-"alternativeness" of So much
that weteach and, be ableto justify its 4por-
tunity cost. fre must form sortie views on the
technology af teaching and learning. finally,,
we muist delise a feedback system4hich tells.
us not how ivell the student is learning theteit.,
but how well our course is achieving its objec-
iives7-and we mult be responsive to the mes-
vges from this feedback system. Let us attend
tiithese Matters while we worry about class

piogrammed texts, compute-assisted '
instruction;:and the construction of elaborate

,gaiies. . .
. ,
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